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ABSTRACT. These notes are an introduction to and an overview of the theory
of algebraic surfaces over algebraically closed fields of positive characteristic.
After some background in characteristic-p-geometry, we sketch the Kodaira–
Enriques classification. Next, we turn to more special characteristic-p topics,
and end by lifting results and applications to characteristic zero. We assume that
the reader has a background in complex geometry and has seen the Kodaira–
Enriques classification of complex surfaces before.

Introduction

These notes grew out of a series of lectures given at Sogang University, Seoul
in October 2009. They were meant for complex geometers, who are not familiar
with characteristic-p-geometry, but who would like to see similarities, as well as
differences to complex geometry. More precisely, these notes are on algebraic
surfaces in positive characteristic, and assume familiarity with the complex side of
this theory, say, on the level of Beauville’s book [Bea].

Roughly speaking, the theories of curves in characteristic zero and p > 0 look
very similar, and many fundamental results were already classically known to hold
in arbitrary characteristic. For example, curves (and also Abelian varieties) lift
from characteristic p over the Witt ring to characteristic zero, which implies that
many ”characteristic-p-pathologies“ cannot happen.

However, from dimension two on, geometry in positive characteristic displays
more and more differences to classical complex geometry. In fact, this geometry
has long been considered as ”pathological“ and ”exotic“, as even reflected in the
titles of a series of articles by Mumford (the first one being [Mu61]). There, the
emphasis was more on finding and exploring differences to the classical theory.

However, in their three fundamental articles [Mu69a], [B-M2] and [B-M3],
Mumford and Bombieri established the Kodaira–Enriques classification of alge-
braic surfaces in positive characteristic. Together with Artin’s results [Ar62] and
[Ar66] on surface singularities, especially rational and Du Val singularities, as well
as work of Ekedahl [Ek88] on pluricanonical systems of surfaces of general type
(extending Bombieri’s results to characteristic p), this sets the scene in positive
characteristic. It turns out that surface theory in positive characteristic is in many
respects not so different from characteristic zero, at least, if one takes the right
angle.

As over the complex numbers, there is a vast number of examples, counter-
examples, and (partial) classification results for special classes of surfaces in posi-
tive characteristic. Unfortunately, it was impossible to mention all of them in these
introductory notes – for example, we could have written so much more on K3
surfaces, elliptic surfaces, and (birational) automorphisms of surfaces.
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These notes are organized as follows:

Preparatory Material
Section 1 We start by introducing the various Frobenius morphisms, and proceed to
basic results on algebraic curves. Finally, we discuss finite group schemes, constant
and infinitesimal group schemes, as well as the three group schemes of order p.

Section 2 We recall Hodge-, étale and deRham (hyper-) cohomology. Next, we dis-
cuss Albanese and Picard schemes and their relation to (non-)degeneracy of the se-
quence from Hodge- to deRham-cohomology. Finally, we explain how crystalline
cohomology links all the above mentioned cohomology theories.

Classification of Algebraic Surfaces
Section 3 We discuss blow-ups and Castelnuovo’s contraction theorem, introduce
minimal models, and explain the structure of rational and birational maps of sur-
faces. We classify birationally ruled surfaces, and state the rationality theorem of
Castelnuovo–Zariski.

Section 4 We recall elliptic fibrations, and discuss the characteristic-p-phenomenon
of quasi-elliptic fibrations. We state the canonical bundle formula and give the
possible degeneration types of (quasi-)elliptic fibrations.

Section 5 Here, we give the Kodaira–Enriques classification of algebraic surfaces
according to their Kodaira dimension.

Section 6 We discuss the four classes of minimal surfaces of Kodaira dimension
zero in greater detail. We put an emphasis on the non-classical classes of Enriques
surfaces, as well as the new class of quasi-hyperelliptic surfaces.

Section 7 We start with Ekedahl’s work on pluricanonical maps of surfaces of gen-
eral type. Then we discuss what is known about various inequalities (Noether,
Castelnuovo, Bogomolov–Miyaoka–Yau) in positive characteristic, and give a cou-
ple of results on surfaces of general type with small invariants.

Special Topics in Positive Characteristic
Section 8 We study the phenomenon of uniruled surfaces that are not birationally
ruled, and discuss various notions of supersingularity. We put an emphasis on K3
surfaces, their arithmetic, and K3 surfaces over finite fields.

Section 9 We discuss Jacobson’s correspondence and p-closed foliations in order
to describe purely inseparable morphisms. We give applications to global vector
fields on K3 surfaces and discuss quotients by infinitesimal group schemes.

From Positive Characteristic to Characteristic Zero
Section 10 We recall the ring of Witt vectors, discuss various notions of (ramified)
lifting to characteristic zero, and what these types of liftings imply. We end by
giving examples and counter-examples.

Section 11 As an application of characteristic-p-geometry, we establish infinitely
many rational curves on complex projective K3 surfaces of odd Picard rank using
reduction modulo p and special characteristic-p features.

Finally, we advise the reader who is interested in learning surface theory over
arbitrary ground fields from scratch (including proofs) to have a look at Badescu’s
excellent text book [Ba]. From there, one can proceed to more advanced topics,
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including the original articles by Bombieri and Mumford mentioned above, as well
as the literature given in these notes.
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6 CONTENTS

1. Frobenius, curves and groups

Before dealing with surfaces, we first shortly review a little bit of background
material. Of course, the omnipresent Frobenius morphism will be mentioned first –
in many cases, when a characteristic zero argument breaks down in positive charac-
teristic, inseparable morphisms and field extensions are responsible. The prototype
of an inseparable morphism is the Frobenius morphism, and in many situations it
also provides the solution to a problem. Next, we give a very short overview over
curves and over group actions. We have chosen our material in view of what we
need for the classification and description of surfaces later on.

Frobenius. Let us recall that a field k of positive characteristic p is called
perfect if its Frobenius morphism x 7→ xp is surjective, i.e., if every element in k
has a p.th root in k. For example, finite fields and algebraically closed fields are
perfect. On the other hand, function fields of varieties in positive characteristic are
almost never perfect.

Let X be an n-dimensional variety over a field k with structure morphism
f : X → Spec k. Then, the morphism that is the identity on points of X and is
x 7→ xp on the structure sheaf OX is called the absolute Frobenius morphism Fabs

of X .
However, the absolute Frobenius morphism is not “geometric” in the sense that

its effect is also x 7→ xp on the ground field and thus non-trivial, except for k = Fp.
To obtain a morphism over k, we first form the pull-back

X(p) := X ×Spec k Spec k
pr2−→ Spec k

with respect to the structure map f : X → Spec k and with respect to the absolute
Frobenius Fabs : Speck → Speck. This Frobenius pullback f (p) := pr2 : X(p) →
Spec k is a new variety over k. If k is perfect then X and X(p) are abstractly
isomorphic as schemes, but not as varieties over k, see below.

Now, by the universal property of pull-backs we obtain a morphism of varieties
over k, the k-linear Frobenius morphism F : X → X(p)
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In more down to earth terms and for affine space this simply means

k[x1, ..., xn] → k[x1, ..., xn]
absolute Frobenius : f(x1, ..., xn) 7→ (f(x1, ..., xn))p

k-linear Frobenius : c 7→ c if c ∈ k
xi 7→ xpi
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In the geometry over finite fields there are yet more Frobenius morphisms: over
a field Fq with q = pn elements one has a Frobenius morphism x 7→ xq, and
for technical reasons sometimes its inverse has to be considered, see, for example
[Hart, Appendix C.4]. Depending on author and context all these morphisms and
various base-changes are called “Frobenius” and so, a little care is needed.

Next, ifX is n-dimensional over k, then the k-linear Frobenius F : X → X(p)

is a finite morphism of degree pn. Moreover, if k is perfect then, on the level of
function fields, this morphism corresponds to the inclusion

k(X(p)) = k(X)p ⊆ k(X) .

Note that k(X)p, the set of p.th powers of k(X), is in fact a field: it is not only
closed under multiplication but also under addition since xp + yp = (x + y)p in
characteristic p. Let us also fix an algebraic closure K of K = k(X). For every
integer i ≥ 0 we define

Kp−i := {x ∈ K |xpi ∈ K }

and note that these sets are in fact fields. The field Kp−i is a finite and purely
inseparable extension of K of degree pni. The limit Kp−∞ as i tends to infinity
is called the perfect closure of K in K, as it is the smallest subfield of K that is
perfect and contains K.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let L be a finite and purely inseparable extension ofK. The
height of L over K is defined to be the minimal i such that K ⊆ L ⊆ Kp−i .

Similarly, if ϕ : Y → X is a purely inseparable and generically finite mor-
phism of varieties over a perfect field then the height of ϕ is defined to be the
height of the extension of function fields k(Y )/k(X). For example, the k-linear
Frobenius morphism is of height one.

For more on inseparable morphisms, we refer to Section 9 and the references
there.

Curves. Most of the results of this section are classical, and we refer to [Hart,
Chapter IV] or [Liu02] for details, specialized topics and further references. Let
C be a smooth projective curve over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p ≥ 0. Then its geometric genus is defined to be

g(C) := h0(C,ωC) = h1(C,OC),

where ωC denotes the dualizing sheaf. The second equality follows from Serre
duality. Since C is smooth over k, the sheaf ωC is isomorphic to the sheaf of
Kähler differentials ΩC/k.

Let ϕ : C → D be a finite morphism between curves. Then the Riemann–
Hurwitz formula states that there is a linear equivalence of divisors on C

KC ∼ ϕ∗(KD) +
∑
P∈C

length(ΩC/D)P · P .
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Here, ΩC/D is the sheaf of relative differentials. By definition, the points in the
support of this sheaf are called ramification points. In case ϕ is a separable mor-
phism, i.e., generically étale, this is a torsion sheaf and there are only finitely many
ramification points. In the inseparable case, every point is a ramification point.

For a point P ∈ C with image Q = ϕ(P ), we choose a local parameter
t ∈ OD,Q and define the ramification index eP of ϕ at P to be the valuation of
ϕ#(t) in OC,P , see [Hart, Section IV.2]. Then, the ramification at a ramification
point P is called tame, if eP is not divisible by p = char(k), and it is called wild
otherwise. We have

length(ΩC/D)P

{
= eP − 1 if P is tame
> eP − 1 if P is wild .

In general, it is very difficult to bound eP when the ramification is wild, see the ex-
ample below. An important case where one can say more about wild ramification
is in case ϕ is a Galois morphism: then one can define for every wild ramifica-
tion point certain subgroups of the Galois group, the so-called higher ramification
groups, that control the length of ΩC/D at P , cf. [Se68, Chapitre IV.1].

EXAMPLE 1.2. Galois covers with groupZ/pZ are called Artin–Schreier cov-
ers. An example is ϕ : C → P1 given by the projective closure and normalization
of the affine equation

zp − z = thp−1 .

This cover is branched only over t = ∞, and the ramification is wild of index
e∞ = p(p − 1)h. Thus, C is a curve of genus 1 − p + 1

2p(p − 1)h and there are
(p− 1)h non-trivial higher ramification groups.

In particular, ϕ defines a non-trivial étale cover of A1, which implies that the
affine lineA1 is not algebraically simply connected. In fact, by Raynaud’s theorem
(formerly Abhyankar’s conjecture), every finite group that is generated by its p-
Sylow subgroups occurs as quotient of πét

1 (A1). We refer to [B-L-R00] for an
overview and references. However, it is still true that every étale cover of P1 is
trivial, i.e., P1 is algebraically simply connected [Gr60, Chapter XI.1].

Also, if ϕ is inseparable, there exists a sort of Riemann–Hurwitz formula. We
refer to [Ek87] for more information on ΩC/D in this case. For example, the
ramification divisor is defined only up to linear equivalence. On the other hand,
the structure of purely inseparable morphisms for curves is simple: namely every
such morphism is just the composite of k-linear Frobenius morphisms. However,
from dimension two on, inseparable morphisms become more complicated. We
will come back to these issues in Section 9.

Let us now discuss a rough classification of curves: If a smooth projective
curve over a field k has genus zero, then ω∨C is very ample and embeds C as a
quadric in P2

k. Moreover, a quadric with a k-rational point is isomorphic to P1
k

over any field. Moreover, the Riemann–Hurwitz formula implies that every curve
that is dominated by a curve of genus zero also has genus zero (Lüroth’s theorem).
Thus, since we assumed to be k algebraically closed, we find
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THEOREM 1.3. If g(C) = 0 then C ∼= P1
k, i.e., C is rational. Moreover, every

unirational curve, i.e., a curve that is dominated by P1
k, is rational.

Although unirational surfaces are rational in characteristic zero by Casteln-
uovo’s theorem, this turns out to be false in positive characteristic as we shall see
in Section 8.

For curves of genus one, we refer to [Hart, Chapter IV.4] or [Sil86]. Their
classification is as follows:

THEOREM 1.4. Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus g(C) = 1 over
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ≥ 0. Then

(1) after choosing a point O ∈ C there exists the structure of an Abelian
group on the points of C, i.e., C is an Abelian variety of dimension one,
an elliptic curve.

(2) The linear system |2O| defines a finite morphism of degree 2

ϕ : C → P1
k .

(3) There exists a j-invariant j(C) ∈ k such that two genus one curves are
isomorphic if and only if they have the same j-invariant.

(4) If p 6= 2 then ϕ is branched over four points and j can be computed from
the cross ratio of these four points.

(5) The linear system |3O| embeds C as a cubic curve into P2
k. Moreover, if

p 6= 2, 3 then C can be given by an affine equation

y2 = x3 + ax + b

for some a, b ∈ k.

We note that the description of complex elliptic curves as quotients of C by
lattices also has an analog in positive characteristic. This leads to the theory of
Drinfel’d modules, which is parallel to the theory of elliptic curves but has not so
much to do with the theory of curves, see [Go96, Chapter 4].

For higher genus, we recall that a curve C with g ≥ 2 is called hyperelliptic if
there exists a separable morphism ϕ : C → P1

k of degree 2. If p = char(k) 6= 2
then ϕ is branched over 2g + 2 points. On the other hand, if p = 2 then every
ramification point is wildly ramified and thus there at most g+ 1 branch points. In
any characteristic, curves of genus g = 2 are hyperelliptic and the generic curve of
genus g ≥ 3 is not hyperelliptic.

THEOREM 1.5. If g ≥ 2 then ω⊗2
C is very ample if and only if C is not hyper-

elliptic. In any case, ω⊗3
C is very ample for all curves with g ≥ 3 and ω⊗4

C is very
ample for all curves of genus g ≥ 2.

Thus, curves of genus g ≥ 2 embed into some fixed projective space that
depends on g only. This is the first step towards constructing their moduli spaces.
More precisely, Deligne and Mumford [D-M69] have shown that there exists a
Deligne–Mumford stack, flat over Spec Z and of dimension 3g − 3 parametrizing
curves of genus g ≥ 2. Thus, the moduli spaces in various characteristics arise by
reducing the one over SpecZ modulo p.
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Let us finally mention a couple of facts concerning automorphism groups:
(1) If p 6= 2, 3 then the automorphism group of an elliptic curve, i.e., auto-

morphisms fixing the neutral element O, has order 2, 4 or 6.
(2) However, the elliptic curve with j = 0 has 12 automorphisms if p = 3

and even 24 automorphisms if p = 2, see [Sil86, Theorem III.10.1].
(3) The automorphism group of a curve of genus g ≥ 2 is finite. However,

the Hurwitz bound 84(g − 1) on the order of the automorphism group in
characteristic zero does not hold. See [Hart, Chapter IV.2, Exercise 2.5]
for details and further references

Let us note that important classes of surfaces arise as quotients (C1 × C2)/G,
where C1, C2 are curves with G-actions. Now, in positive characteristic larger au-
tomorphism groups may show up and thus, new possibilities have to be considered.
For example, we will see in Section 6 that hyperelliptic surfaces arise as quotients
of products of elliptic curves in any characteristic. It is remarkable that no new
classes arise in characteristic 2 and 3 from larger automorphism groups of elliptic
curves with j = 0.

Groups. Constructions with groups are ubiquitous in geometry. Instead of
finite groups we will consider finite and flat group schemes G over a ground field
k, which we assume to be algebraically closed of characteristic p ≥ 0. We refer to
[Wa79] or [Ta97] for overview, details and references.

Thus, G = Spec A for some finite-dimensional k-algebra A, and there exist
morphisms

O : Spec k → G and m : G×G→ G

where m stands for multiplication, and O the neutral element. These morphisms
have to fulfill certain axioms that encode that G is a group object in the category
of schemes. We refer to [Wa79, Chapter I] for the precise definition and note that
it amounts to say that A is a Hopf-algebra. The dimension dimk A is called the
length of the group scheme G.

The following construction associates to every finite group a finite flat group
scheme: for a finite group or order n with elements g1, ..., gn we take a disjoint
union of n copies of Spec k, one representing each gi, and define m via the mul-
tiplication in the group we started with. This defines the constant group scheme
associated to a finite group. Conversely, we have the following result (recall that
we assume the ground field k to be algebraically closed)

THEOREM 1.6. A finite flat group scheme G of length `(G) prime to p is a
constant group scheme.

In particular, over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, we ob-
tain an equivalence between the categories of finite groups and finite flat group
schemes.

One feature of constant group schemes is that the structure morphism G →
Spec k is étale, i.e., A = H0(G,OG) is a separable k-algebra. For example,
consider the constant group scheme Z/pZ, which is of length p. As an algebra,
A is isomorphic to kp with componentwise addition and multiplication, and thus
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étale over k. On the other hand, we will see below that there are even two different
structures of group schemes on Spec k[x]/(xp), which is not reduced – these are
examples of infinitesimal group schemes. Let us first note that infinitesimal group
schemes are a particular characteristic p phenomenon:

THEOREM 1.7 (Cartier). Group schemes over fields of characteristic zero are
smooth and thus reduced.

To give examples of infinitesimal group schemes, we consider Ga and Gm.
Here, Ga denotes the group scheme corresponding to the additive group, i.e.,
(Ga(k), ◦) = (k,+). Similarly, Gm denotes the group scheme corresponding
to the multiplicative group of k, i.e., (Gm(k), ◦) = (k×, ·), see [Wa79, Chapter
I.2] - these group schemes are affine but not finite over k. Then the first example
of an infinitesimal group scheme is µp, the subgroup scheme of p.th roots of unity.
Namely, there exists a short exact sequence of group schemes (in the flat topology)

0 → µp → Gm
x7→xp−→ Gm → 0 .

We note that the kernel µp is infinitesimal because of the equality xp−1 = (x−1)p

in characteristic p. The second example is αp, the kernel of Frobenius on Ga, i.e.,
we have a short exact sequence

0 → αp → Ga
F−→ Ga → 0 .

Both group schemes, αp and µp, are isomorphic to Spec k[x]/(xp) as schemes,
and are thus infinitesimal (non-reduced), but have different multiplication maps.
Together with Z/pZ these are all group schemes of length p:

THEOREM 1.8 (Oort–Tate). A finite flat group scheme of length p over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p is isomorphic to Z/pZ, µp or αp.

For more general results we refer to [O-T70] and [Oo66]. Let us also mention
that there exist non-Abelian group schemes of order p2. Thus, the theory of finite
flat group schemes is richer than the theory of finite groups.

For example, if E is an elliptic curve in characteristic p, then multiplication by
p induces a morphism E → E, whose kernel E[p] is a finite flat group scheme of
length p2 (as one would expect from characteristic zero). More precisely, and still
assuming k to be algebraically closed,

E[p] ∼=

 either µp ⊕ (Z/pZ) and E is called ordinary,
or M2 a non-split extension of αp by itself

and E is called supersingular.

On the other, hand, looking at k-rational points, we find E[p](k) = Z/pZ if E is
ordinary, andE[p](k) = 0 ifE is supersingular. Thus, the theory of finite flat group
schemes is really needed to study p-torsion. As the name suggests, the generic
elliptic curve is ordinary. In fact, by a theorem of Deuring, there are approximately
p/12 supersingular elliptic curves in characteristic p, see [Sil86, Theorem V.4.1].

In classical algebraic geometry, one often constructs varieties as Galois-covers
or quotients by finite groups of “simple” varieties. In characteristic p, the way to
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construct a “pathological” example is often via purely inseparable covers, or, via
quotients by infinitesimal group schemes. The role of Galois covers is often played
by torsors under αp and µp. We come back to this in Section 9.

2. Cohomological tools and invariants

This section circles around the purely algebraic versions of Betti numbers,
Hodge numbers, and deRham-cohomology. Especially towards the end, the sub-
jects get deeper, our exposition becomes sketchier and we advise the reader inter-
ested in surface theory only, to skip all but the first three paragraphs.

For the whole section, X will be a smooth and projective variety of arbitrary
dimension over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ≥ 0.

Hodge numbers. As usual, we define the Hodge numbers of X to be

hi,j(X) := dimkH
j(X,Ωi

X) .

We note that Serre duality holds for projective Cohen–Macaulay schemes over any
field [Hart, Chapter III.7], and in particular we find

hi,j(X) = hn−i,n−j(X), where n = dim(X) .

Over the complex numbers, complex conjugation induces the Hodge symmetry
hi,j = hj,i, see, for example [G-H78, Chapter 0.7]. However, even for a smooth
projective surface in characteristic p > 0 the numbers h0,1 and h1,0 may be differ-
ent. For example, in [Li08a, Theorem 8.3] we constructed a sequence {Xi}i∈N of
surfaces with fixed Pic0

red in characteristic 2, where h1,0(Xi) − h0,1(Xi) tends to
infinity.

Betti numbers. One algebraic replacement for singular cohomology is `-adic
cohomology, whose construction is due to Grothendieck. We refer to [Hart, Ap-
pendix C] for motivation as well as to [Mil] for a complete treatment. Let us here
only describe its properties: let ` be a prime number with ` 6= p and let Q` be
the field of `-adic numbers, i.e., the completion of Q with respect to the `-adic
valuation. Then

(1) the `-adic cohomology groupsH i
ét(X,Ql) are finite-dimensionalQ`-vector

spaces,
(2) they are zero for i < 0 and i > 2 dim(X),
(3) the dimension of H i

ét(X,Q`) is independent of ` (here, ` 6= p is crucial),
and is denoted by bi(X), the i.th Betti number,

(4) H∗ét(X,Q`) satisfies Poincaré duality.
If k = C, then so-called comparison theorems show that these Betti numbers

coincide with the topological ones. Let us also mention the following feature: if k
is not algebraically closed, then the absolute Galois group Gal(k/k) acts on `-adic
cohomology and thus gives rise to a representation of the absolute Galois group.

Let k be an arbitrary field. Then, for the following two classes of varieties,
`-adic cohomology and Hodge invariants are precisely as one would expect them
from complex geometry:
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(1) If C is a smooth and projective curve over k, then b0 = b2 = 1, b1 = 2g
and h1,0 = h0,1 = g.

(2) If A is an Abelian variety of dimension g over k then b0 = b2g = 1,
b1 = 2g and h0,1 = h1,0 = g. Moreover, there exists an isomorphism

ΛiH1
ét(A,Ql) ∼= H i

ét(A,Q`)

giving – among many other things – the expected Betti numbers.
However, for more general classes of smooth and projective varieties and over

fields of positive characteristic, the relations between Betti numbers, Hodge invari-
ants, deRham-cohomology and the Frölicher spectral are more subtle than over the
complex numbers, as we shall see below.

Let us first discuss h1,0, h0,1 and b1 in more detail, since this is important for
the classification of surfaces. Also, these numbers can be treated fairly elementary.

Picard scheme and Albanese variety. If X is smooth and proper over a field
k, then there exists an Abelian variety Alb(X) over k, the Albanese variety of X ,
and an Albanese morphism

albX : X → Alb(X) .

The pair (Alb(X), albX) is characterized by the property that every morphism
from X to an Abelian variety factors over albX . For a purely algebraic construc-
tion, we refer to [Se58b].

Next, the Picard functor, classifying invertible sheaves on X , is representable
by a group scheme, the Picard scheme Pic(X) with neutral element OX , see
[Gr61]. We denote by Pic0(X) the identity component of Pic(X). Deformation
theory provides us with a natural isomorphism

TPic0(X) ∼= H1(X,OX) ,

where TPic0(X) denotes the Zariski-tangent space at [OX ], the neutral element.
Now, group schemes over fields of positive characteristic may be non-reduced

(the group schemes µp and αp from Section 1 are examples), but the reduction of
Pic0(X) is an Abelian variety, which is the dual Abelian variety of Alb(X), see
[Ba, Chapter 5]. Also, one can show that b1 is twice the dimension of Alb(X).
Thus, we get

1
2
b1(X) = dim Alb(X) = dim Pic0(X).

Moreover, the dimension of the Zariski tangent space to Pic0(X) is at least equal
to the dimension of Pic0(X) and thus

h0,1(X) = h1(X,OX) ≥ 1
2
b1(X) ,

with equality if and only if Pic0(X) is a reduced group scheme, i.e., an Abelian
variety. By Cartier’s theorem (Theorem 1.7), group schemes over a field of charac-
teristic zero are reduced. As a corollary, we obtain a purely algebraic proof of the
following fact
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PROPOSITION 2.1. A smooth and proper variety over a field of characteristic
zero satisfies b1(X) = 2h0,1(X).

For curves and Abelian varieties over arbitrary fields, b1, h1,0 and h0,1 are
precisely as over the complex numbers. On the other hand, over fields of positive
characteristic

(1) there do exist surfaces with h0,1 > b1/2, i.e., with non-reduced Picard
schemes, see [Ig55b] and [Se58a].

In [Mu66, Lecture 27], the non-reducedness of Pic0(X) is related to non-
trivial Bockstein operations βn from subspaces of H1(X,OX) to quotients of
H2(X,OX). In particular, a smooth projective variety with h2(X,OX) = 0 has a
reduced Pic0(X), which applies, for example, to curves. In the case of surfaces,
a quantitative analysis of which classes can have non-reduced Picard schemes has
been carried out in [Li09a].

Differential one-forms. We shall see in Section 8 that over fields of positive
characteristic the pull-back of a non-trivial differential forms under a morphism
may become zero. However, by a fundamental theorem of Igusa [Ig55a], every
non-trivial global 1-form on Alb(X) pulls back, via albX to a non-trivial global
1-form on X . We thus obtain the estimate

h1,0(X) = h0(X,Ω1
X) ≥ 1

2
b1(X)

Moreover, all global 1-forms arising as pull-back from Alb(X) are d-closed, i.e.,
are closed under the exterior derivative.

We have h1,0 = b1/2 for curves and Abelian varieties over arbitrary fields
and their global 1-forms are d-closed. On the other hand, over fields of positive
characteristic

(1) there do exist surfaces with h1,0 > b1/2, i.e., with “too many” global
1-forms, see [Ig55b], and

(2) there do exist surfaces with global 1-forms that are not d-closed, see
[Mu61] and [Fo81]. . Such surfaces have non-trivial differentials in their
Frölicher spectral sequence, which thus does not degenerate at E1.

We refer to [Ill79, Proposition II.5.16] for more results and to [Ill79, Section II.6.9]
for the connection to Oda’s subspace in first deRham cohomology.

Igusa’s inequality. We denote by ρ the rank of the Néron–Severi group, which
is always finite. More precisely, Igusa’s theorem [Ig60] states

ρ(X) ≤ b2(X) .

This follows from a suitable a Chern map from NS(X) to second étale or crys-
talline cohomology. On the other hand, d log induces a “naive” cycle map

d log : NS(X)⊗Z k → H1(X,Ω1
X) ,

which is injective in characteristic zero, and which then implies the inequality
ρ ≤ h1,1, see, for example, [Ba, Exercise 5.5]. However, this map may fail to
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be injective in positive characteristic, as the example of supersingular Fermat sur-
faces [Sh74] shows. More precisely, these surfaces satisfy b2 = ρ > h1,1.

Kodaira vanishing. Raynaud [Ra78] constructed the first counter-examples
to the Kodaira vanishing theorem in positive characteristic. However, we mention
the following results that tell us that the situation is not too bad:

(1) if L is an ample line bundle then L⊗ν , ν � 0 fulfills Kodaira vanishing,
[Hart, Theorem III.7.6].

(2) if a smooth projective variety of dimension< p lifts overW2(k) then Ko-
daira vanishing holds, see [Ill02, Theorem 5.8], [D-I87, Corollaire 2.11],
and Section 10. Under stronger lifting assumptions, also Kawamata–
Viehweg vanishing holds [Xi10a].

(3) Kodaira vanishing, and even stronger vanishing results hold for the (ad-
mittedly rather special) class of Frobenius-split varieties [B-K05, Theo-
rem 1.2.9].

(4) in [Ek88, Section II], Ekedahl develops tools to handle possible failures
of Kodaira vanishing, see also Section 7.

(5) in [Xi10b] it is shown that all surfaces violating Kodaira-Ramanujam
vanishing arise as in [Ra78].

Here, W (k) denotes the ring of Witt vectors and W2(k) the ring of Witt vectors of
length 2, see also Section 10. Let us just mention that if k is a perfect field then
W (k) is a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero with residue field
k, and that this ring is in a sense minimal and universal.

Frölicher spectral sequence. Let Ωi
X be the sheaf of (algebraic) differential

i-forms. Then differentiating induces a complex, the (algebraic) deRham-complex
(Ω∗X , d). Now, the Zariski topology is too coarse to have a Poincaré lemma for the
sheaves Ωi

X . Thus, we define the deRham-cohomology H∗dR(X/k) to be the hy-
percohomology of this complex. In particular, there is always a spectral sequence

Ei,j1 = Hj(X,Ωi
X) ⇒ H i+j

dR (X/k),

the Frölicher spectral sequence, from Hodge- to deRham-cohomology. If k = C,
then these cohomology groups and the spectral sequence coincide with the analytic
ones, see [Gr66]. Already the existence of such a spectral sequence implies for all
m ≥ 0 the inequality ∑

i+j=m

hj(X,Ωi
X) ≥ hmdR(X/k) .

Equality for all m is equivalent to the degeneration of this spectral sequence at
E1. Over the complex numbers, degeneration at E1 is true but the classical proof
uses methods from differential geometry, functional analysis and partial differential
equations, see [G-H78, Chapter 0.7]. On the other hand, if a variety of positive
characteristic admits a lifting over W2(k), then we have the following result from
[D-I87] (but see [Ill02] for an expanded version):
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THEOREM 2.2 (Deligne–Illusie). Let X be a smooth and projective variety in
characteristic p ≥ dimX and assume that X admits a lifting over W2(k). Then
the Frölicher spectral sequence of X degenerates at E1.

The assumptions are fulfilled for curves and Abelian varieties, see Section 10.
Moreover, if a smooth projective variety X in characteristic zero admits a model
over W (k) for some perfect field of characteristic p ≥ dimX it follows from
semi-continuity that the Frölicher spectral sequence of X degenerates at E1 in
characteristic zero. From this one obtains purely algebraic proofs of the following

THEOREM 2.3. Degeneration at E1 holds for

(1) smooth projective curves and Abelian varieties over arbitrary fields, and
(2) smooth projective varieties over fields of characteristic zero.

We already mentioned above that varieties with non d-closed global 1-forms,
for example Mumford’s surfaces [Mu61], provide examples where degeneration at
E1 does not hold.

Crystalline cohomology. To link deRham-, Betti- and Hodge-cohomology,
we use crystalline cohomology. Its construction, due to Berthelot and Grothendieck,
is quite involved [B-O]. This cohomology theory takes values in the Witt ring
W = W (k), which is a discrete valuation ring if k is perfect, see Section 10. In
case a smooth projective variety lifts to some X/W (k), crystalline cohomology
is the deRham cohomology H∗dR(X/W (k)). It was Grothendieck’s insight, and
the starting point of crystalline cohomology, that this deRham cohomology does
not depend depend on the choice of lift X . One of the main technical difficul-
ties to overcome defining crystalline cohomology for arbitrary smooth and proper
varieties is that they usually do not lift over W (k).

If X is a smooth projective variety over a perfect field k then

(1) the groups H i
cris(X/W ) are finitely generated W -modules,

(2) they are zero for i < 0 and i > 2 dim(X),
(3) there are actions of Frobenius and Verschiebung on H i

cris(X/W ),
(4) H∗cris(X/W )⊗W K satisfies Poincaré duality, where K denotes the field

of fractions of W , and
(5) if X lifts over W (k) then crystalline cohomology is isomorphic to the

deRham cohomology of a lift.

We remind the reader that in order to get the “right” Betti numbers from the `-adic
cohomology groups, we had to assume ` 6= p. Crystalline cohomology takes values
in W (k) (recall W (Fp) ∼= Zp with field of fractions Qp), and this is the “right”
cohomology theory for ` = p. In fact,

bi(X) = dimQ` H
i
ét(X,Q`) = rankW H i

cris(X/W ), ` 6= p

i.e., the Betti numbers ofX are encoded in the rank of crystalline cohomology. But
since the H∗cris(X/W ) are W -modules, there may be non-trivial torsion - and this
is precisely the explanation for the differences between Hodge- and Betti-numbers.
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More precisely, there is a universal coefficient formula: namely, for allm ≥ 0 there
are short exact sequences

0 → Hm
cris(X/W )⊗W k → Hm

dR(X/k) → TorW1 (Hm+1
cris (X/W ), k) → 0 .

In view of what we have said already in case of a lifting over W , it is already
plausible that there is a connection between crystalline and deRham cohomology.
In particular, Betti- and deRham-numbers coincide if and only if all crystalline
cohomology groups are torsion-free W -modules.

Hodge–Witt cohomology. In [Ill79], Illusie constructed the deRham-Witt com-
plex WΩ∗X and studied its cohomology groups Hj(X,WΩi

X), the Hodge–Witt
cohomology groups. For i = 0, these coincide with Serre’s Witt vector cohomol-
ogy groups from [Se58a]. The Hodge–Witt cohomology groups are W -modules,
whose torsion may not be finitely generated. In any case, there exists a spectral
sequence, the slope spectral sequence

Ei,j1 = Hj(X,WΩi
X) ⇒ H i+j

cris (X/W ) ,

which degenerates at E1 modulo torsion. We refer to [Ill79, Section II.7] for com-
putations and further results.

Finally, using Hodge–Witt cohomology and slopes on crystalline cohomology,
Ekedahl [Ek86, page 85] (but see also [Ill83]) proposed deep invariants of smooth
projective varieties: slope numbers, dominoes and Hodge–Witt numbers. It is not
yet clear, what role they will eventually play in characteristic-p geometry. We refer
to [Jo] for some results.

3. Birational geometry of surfaces

From this section on, we study surfaces. To start with, we discuss the birational
geometry of smooth surfaces, which turns out to be basically the same as over the
complex numbers. Unless otherwise stated, results and proofs can be found in
[Ba], and we refer to [B-H75] for another overview.

Riemann–Roch. Let S be a smooth projective surface over an algebraically
closed field k of characteristic p ≥ 0. Actually, asking for properness would be
enough: by a theorem of Zariski and Goodman a surface that is smooth and proper
over a field is automatically projective, see [Ba, Theorem 1.28].

For every locally free sheaf E , Grothendieck constructed Chern-classes ci(E)
that take values in Chow-groups, `-adic, or crystalline cohomology. As usual, for
a smooth variety X with tangent sheaf ΘX we set ci(X) := ci(ΘX).

We have Noether’s formula

χ(OS) =
1
12
(
c2

1(S) + c2(S)
)
.

Moreover, if L is an invertible sheaf on S, we have the Riemann–Roch formula

χ(L) = χ(OS) +
1
2
L · (L ⊗ ω∨S ) .
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We note that Serre duality holds for Cohen–Macaulay schemes that are of finite
type over a field, and thus hi(S,L) = h2−i(S, ωS ⊗ L∨) for surfaces. However,
we have seen in Section 2 that Kodaira vanishing may not hold. Finally, if D is
an effective divisor on S, then D is a Gorenstein curve and the adjunction formula
yields

ωD ∼= (ωS ⊗OS(D)) |D ,
where ωD and ωS denote the respective dualizing sheaves. In particular, if D is
irreducible, we obtain

2pa(D) − 2 = D2 + KS ·D .

We refer to [Hart, Chapter V.1], [Hart, Appendix A], [Ba, Chapter 5], [Fu98],
and [Mil] for details and further references.

Blowing up and down. First of all, blowing up a point on a smooth surface
has the same effect as in characteristic zero.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f : S̃ → S be the blow-up in a closed point and denote
by E the exceptional divisor on S̃. Then

E ∼= P1
k, E2 = −1, and KS̃ · E = −1 .

Moreover, the equalities

b2(S̃) = b2(S) + 1 and ρ(S̃) = ρ(S) + 1

hold true.

As in the complex case we call such a curve E with E2 = −1 and E ∼= P1 an
exceptional (−1)-curve. A surface that does not contain exceptional (−1)-curves
is called minimal.

Conversely, exceptional (−1)-curves can be contracted and the proof (modify-
ing a suitable hyperplane section) is basically the same as in characteristic zero, cf.
[Ba, Theorem 3.30] or [Hart, Theorem V.5.7]

THEOREM 3.2 (Castelnuovo). LetE be an exceptional (−1)-curve on a smooth
surface S. Then there exists a smooth surface S′ and a morphism f : S → S′, such
that f is the blow-up of S′ in a closed point with exceptional divisor E.

Since b2 drops every time one contracts an exceptional (−1)-curve, Castel-
nuovo’s theorem immediately implies that for every surface S there exists a se-
quence of blow-downs S → S′ onto a minimal surface S′. In this case, S′ is called
a minimal model of S.

Resolution of indeterminacy. As in characteristic zero, a rational map from
a surface extends to a morphism after a finite number of blow-ups in closed points,
which gives resolution of indeterminacy of a rational map. Moreover, every bira-
tional (rational) map can be factored as a sequence of blow-ups and Castelnuovo
blow-downs, see, e.g., [Hart, Chapter V.5].
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Kodaira dimension. As over the complex numbers the following two notions
are crucial in the Kodaira–Enriques classification of surfaces: namely, the n.th
plurigenus Pn(X) of a smooth projective variety X is defined to be

Pn(X) := h0(X,ω⊗nX ).

Its Kodaira dimension κ(X) is defined to be κ(X) = −∞ if Pn(X) = 0 for all
n ≥ 1, or else

κ(X) := max
n∈N
{ dimφn(X) }

where φn : X 99K PPn(X)−1
k denotes the n.th pluri-canonical (possibly only ratio-

nal) map. This recalled, we have the following important result, cf. [Ba, Corollary
10.22], which is already non-trivial in characteristic zero

THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a smooth projective surface with κ(S) ≥ 0. Then S
possesses a unique minimal model.

Birationally ruled surfaces. We recall that a surface S is called birationally
ruled if it is birational to P1 × C for some smooth curve C. Such surfaces are
easily seen to satisfy Pn(S) = 0 for all n ≥ 1, i.e., they are of Kodaira dimension
κ(S) = −∞. Conversely, one can show (see, e.g., [Ba, Theorem 13.2]) that such
surfaces with κ(S) = −∞ possess a smooth rational curve that moves:

THEOREM 3.4. If S is birationally ruled then κ(S) = −∞. Conversely, if
κ(S) = −∞ then S is birationally ruled, i.e., birational to P1 × C, and

h1(S,OS) =
1
2
b1(S) = g(C) ,

where g(C) denotes the genus of C.

As in the complex case, minimal models for surfaces with κ(S) = −∞ are not
unique. More precisely, we have Nagata’s result

THEOREM 3.5. Let S be a minimal surface with κ(S) = −∞.
(1) If h1(S,OS) ≥ 1 then the image C of the Albanese map is a smooth

curve. Moreover, there exists a rank two vector bundle E on C such that
albS : S → C is isomorphic to P(E)→ C.

(2) If h1(S,OS) = 0 then S is isomorphic to P2 or a Hirzebruch surface
Fd := P(OP1 ⊕OP1(d))→ P1 with d 6= 1.

Also, Castelnuovo’s cohomological characterization of rational surfaces holds
true. The proof in positive characteristic is due to Zariski [Za58], but see also the
discussion in [B-H75, Part 4]:

THEOREM 3.6 (Castelnuovo–Zariski). For a smooth projective surface S, the
following are equivalent

(1) S is rational, i.e., birational to P2,
(2) h1(S,OS) = P2(S) = 0
(3) b1(S) = P2(S) = 0.
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So far, things look pretty much the same as over the complex numbers. How-
ever, one has to be a little bit careful with the notion of uniruledness: we will see in
Section 8 below that unirationality (resp. uniruledness) does not imply rationality
(resp. ruledness).

Del Pezzo surfaces. A surface S is called del Pezzo, or, Fano, if ω∨S is ample.
In every characteristic, these surfaces are rational. More precisely, they are isomor-
phic to P1 × P1, P2, or P2 blown-up in at most 8 points in general position. We
refer to Várilly-Alvarado’s lecture notes in this volume for details.

4. (Quasi-)elliptic fibrations

For the classification of surfaces of special type in characteristic zero, elliptic
fibrations play an important role. In positive characteristic, wild fibers and quasi-
elliptic fibrations are new features that show up. We refer to [Ba, Section 7] for an
introduction, [B-M2], [B-M3] for more details, to [S-S10] for an overview article
with many examples, and to [C-D, Chapter V] for more advanced topics.

Quasi-elliptic fibrations. Given a dominant morphism from a smooth surface
S onto a curve in any characteristic, we may pass to its Stein factorization and
obtain a fibration S → B, cf. [Hart, Corollary III.11.5]. Then its generic fiber
Sη is an integral curve, i.e., reduced and irreducible [Ba, Theorem 7.1]. Moreover,
in characteristic zero Bertini’s theorem implies that Sη is in fact smooth over the
function field k(B). Now, if char(k) = p > 0, then it is still true that the generic
fiber is a regular curve, i.e., all local rings are regular local rings. However, this
does not necessarily imply that Sη is smooth over k(B). Note that since Sη is
one-dimensional, regularity is the same as normality. We refer to [Mat80, Chapter
11.28] for a discussion of smoothness versus regularity.

Suppose Sη is not smooth over k(B) and denote by k(B) the algebraic clo-
sure of k(B). Then Sη := Sη ⊗k(B) k(B) is still reduced and irreducible [Ba,
Theorem 7.1] but no longer regular and we denote by S′η → Sη the normalization
morphism. Then Tate’s theorem on genus change in inseparable extensions [Ta52]
(see [Sch09] for a modern treatment) states

THEOREM 4.1 (Tate). Under the previous assumptions, the normalization map
S′η → Sη is a homeomorphism, i.e., Sη has only unibranch singularities (“cusps”).
Moreover, if p ≥ 3, then the arithmetic genus of every cusp of Sη is divisible by
(p− 1)/2.

If the generic fiber Sη has arithmetic genus one, and the fiber is not smooth,
then the normalization of Sη is P1

k. Also, Sη has only one singularity, which is a
cusp of arithmetic genus one. Since (p− 1)/2 divides this genus if p ≥ 3, we find
p = 3 as only solution. Thus:

COROLLARY 4.2. Let f : S → B be a fibration from a smooth surface whose
generic fiber Sη is a curve of arithmetic genus one, i.e., h1(Sη,OSη) = 1. Then

(1) either Sη is smooth over k(B),
(2) or Sη is a singular rational curve with one cusp.
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The second case can happen in characteristic 2 and 3 only.

DEFINITION 4.3. If the generic fiber of a fibration S → B is a smooth curve
of genus one, the fibration is called elliptic. If the generic fiber is a curve that
is not smooth over k(B), the fibration is called quasi-elliptic, which can exist in
characteristic 2 and 3 only.

Some authors require elliptic fibrations to have a section, which we do not.
The literature is not consistent.

We refer to [B-M2] and [Ba, Exercises 7.5 and 7.6] for examples of quasi-
elliptic fibrations and to [B-M3] for more on the geometry of quasi-elliptic fibra-
tions. For results on quasi-elliptic fibrations in characteristic 3 see [La79].

We note that quasi-elliptic surfaces are always uniruled, but may not be bira-
tionally ruled and refer to Section 8 where we discuss this phenomenon in greater
detail.

We note that the situation gets more complicated in higher dimensions: Mori
and Saito [M-S03] constructed Fano 3-folds X in characteristic 2 together with
fibrations X → S, whose generic fibers are conics in P2

k(S) that become non-

reduced over k(S). Such fibrations are called wild conic bundles.

Canonical bundle formula. Let S be a smooth surface and f : S → B be an
elliptic or quasi-elliptic fibration. Since B is smooth, we obtain a decomposition

R1f∗OS = L ⊕ T
where L is an invertible sheaf and T is a torsion sheaf on B. In characteristic zero,
the torsion sheaf T is trivial.

DEFINITION 4.4. Let b ∈ B a point of the support of T . Then the fiber of f
above b is called a wild fiber or an exceptional fiber.

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let f : S → B be a (quasi-)elliptic fibration, b ∈ B and
Fb the fiber above b. Then the following are equivalent

(1) b ∈ Supp(T ), i.e., Fb is a wild fiber,
(2) h1(Fb,OFb) ≥ 2,
(3) h0(Fb,OFb) ≥ 2.

In particular, wild fibers are multiple fibers. Moreover, if Fb is a wild fiber then its
multiplicity is divisible by p and h1(S,OS) ≥ 1 holds true.

The canonical bundle formula for relatively minimal (quasi-)elliptic fibrations
has been proved in [B-M2] - as usual, relatively minimal means that there are no
exceptional (−1)-curves in the fibers of the fibration.

THEOREM 4.6 (Canonical bundle formula). Let f : S → B be a relatively
minimal (quasi-)elliptic fibration from a smooth surface. Then

ωS ∼= f∗(ωB ⊗ L∨)⊗OS

(∑
i

aiPi

)
,

where
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(1) miPi = Fi are the multiple fibers of f
(2) 0 ≤ ai < mi

(3) ai = mi − 1 if Fi is not a wild fiber
(4) deg(ωS ⊗ L∨) = 2g(B)− 2 + χ(OS) + length(T ).

For more results on the ai’s we refer to [C-D, Proposition V.5.1.5], as well as
to [K-U85] for more on wild fibers.

Degenerate fibers of (quasi-)elliptic fibrations. Usually, an elliptic fibration
has fibers that are not smooth and the possible cases have been classified by Kodaira
and Néron. The list is the same as in characteristic zero, cf. [C-D, Chapter V, §1]
and [Sil94, Theorem IV.8.2]. This is not such a surprise, as the classification of
degenerate fibers rests on the adjunction formula and on matrices of intersection
numbers, and these numerics do not depend on the characteristic of the ground
field.

Let us recall that the possible fibers together with their Kodaira symbols are as
follows (after reduction):

(1) an irreducible rational curve with a node as singularity (I1)
(2) a cycle of n ≥ 2 rational curves (In)
(3) an irreducible rational curve with a cusp as singularity (II)
(4) a configuration of rational curves forming a root system of type A∗2 (III),

A3 (IV), Ẽ6 (IV∗), Ẽ7 (III∗), Ẽ8 (II∗) or D̃n (I∗n−4)
In the first two cases, the reduction is called multiplicative or semi-stable, whereas
in the last two cases it is called additive or unstable. The names multiplicative
and additive come from the theory of Néron models, see [Sil94, Chapter IV] or
[B-L-R90]. The other names are explained by the fact that semi-stable reduction
remains semi-stable after pull-back, whereas unstable reduction may become semi-
stable after pull-back. In fact, for every fiber with unstable reduction there exists a
pull-back making the reduction semi-stable [Sil94, Proposition IV.10.3].

For an elliptic fibration S → B from a smooth surface, the second Chern class
(Euler number), can be expressed in terms of the singular fibers by Ogg’s formula:

c2(S) =
∑
i

ν(∆i)

where i runs through the singular fibers, ∆i is the minimal discriminant of the
singular fiber and ν denotes its valuation. If a fiber has n irreducible components
then this minimal discriminant is as follows

ν(∆) =
{

1 + (n− 1) if the reduction is multiplicative, i.e., of type In,
2 + (n− 1) + δ if the reduction is additive.

Here, δ is the Swan conductor, or, wild part of the conductor of the fiber, which
is zero if p 6= 2, 3. We refer to [Sil94, Chapter IV, §10] for details and to [C-D,
Proposition 5.1.6] for a version for quasi-elliptic fibrations.

In case of a quasi-elliptic fibration, all fibers are additive and the geometric
generic fiber is of type II, i.e., is an irreducible rational curve with one cusp. After
an inseparable base change of the base curve B′ → B, the normalized pull-back
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yields a fibration whose generic fiber is of genus zero, see also Theorem 8.3 below.
All fibers are reduced or have multiplicity equal to the characterstic p = 2, 3. The
list of possible geometric fibers is as follows [C-D, Corollary 5.2.4]:

p = 3: II, IV, IV∗ and II∗,
p = 2: II, III, III∗, II∗ and I∗n.

Whenever a (quasi-)elliptic fibration has a section, there exists a Weierstraß
model [C-D, Chapter 5, §5], which is more involved in characteristic 2, 3 than in
the other characteristics.

5. Enriques–Kodaira classification

We now come to the Kodaira–Enriques classification of surfaces, which has
been established by Bombieri and Mumford in [Mu69a], [B-M2] and [B-M3]. So
let S be a smooth projective surface of Kodaira dimension κ(S). We have already
seen that in Theorem 3.4 that

THEOREM 5.1. If κ(S) = −∞ then S is birationally ruled.

In fact, κ(S) = −∞ is equivalent to p12(S) = 0, where p12 is the 12.th
plurigenus [Ba, Theorem 9.8]. Moreover, although minimal models are not unique,
they have the same structure as in characteristic zero, see Section 3. In Section 8,
we shall see that uniruled surfaces in positive characteristic may not fulfill κ =
−∞.

We recall that the canonical ring of a smooth and proper variety X is defined
to be

Rcan(X) :=
⊕
n≥0

H0(X, ω⊗nX )

This said, we have the following fundamental result

THEOREM 5.2 (Zariski–Mumford). The canonical ring Rcan(S) of a smooth
projective surface is a finitely generated k-algebra. If κ(S) ≥ 0 then Rcan(S) has
transcendence degree 1 + κ(S) over k.

We refer to [B-M2] and [Ba, Corollary 9.10]. More generally, we refer to [Ba,
Chapter 14] for a discussion of Zariski decompositions and finite generation of the
more general rings R(S,D) when D is Q-divisor on S.

Kodaira dimension one. For a surface with κ(S) ≥ 1 one studies the Iitaka-
fibration

S 99K ProjRcan(S) .

By the theorem of Zariski–Mumford just mentioned, the right hand side is a pro-
jective variety of dimension κ(S).

THEOREM 5.3. Let S be a minimal surface with κ(S) = 1. Then (the Stein
factorization of) the Iitaka fibration is a morphism, which is a relatively minimal
elliptic or quasi-elliptic fibration.
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If κ(S) = 1 and p 6= 2, 3 then the elliptic fibration is unique, |mKS | for
m ≥ 14 defines this elliptic fibration, and 14 is the optimal bound [K-U85]. The
main difficulties dealt with by Katsura and Ueno [K-U85] are related to wild fibers.
We note that their bound m ≥ 14 is better than Iitaka’s bound m ≥ 86 over the
complex numbers, since over the complex numbers also analytic surfaces that are
not algebraic have to be taken into account.

Kodaira dimension two. Although we will come back to surfaces of general
type in Section 7 let us already mention the following result.

THEOREM 5.4. Let S be a minimal surface with κ(S) = 2, i.e., a surface of
general type. Then the Iitaka fibration is a birational morphism that contracts all
(−2)-curves on S.

6. Kodaira dimension zero

As in the complex case, surfaces of Kodaira dimension zero fall into four
classes. However, there is a new class of Enriques surfaces in characteristic 2,
as well as the new class of quasi-hyperelliptic surfaces in characteristic 2 and 3. In
particular, there are no new classes in characteristic p ≥ 5.

We start with a result that follows from the classification, especially from the
explicit classification of (quasi-)hyperelliptic surfaces (to be discussed below):

THEOREM 6.1. Let S be a minimal surface with κ(S) = 0. Then ω⊗12
S
∼= OS ,

and, in particular, p12(S) = 1.

Let us now discuss the four classes in detail:

Abelian surfaces. These are two-dimensional Abelian varieties. Their main
invariants are as in characteristic zero:

ωS ∼= OS pg = 1 h0,1 = 2 h1,0 = 2
χ(OS) = 1 c2 = 0 b1 = 4 b2 = 2

Abelian surfaces are usually studied within the framework of Abelian varieties of
arbitrary dimension. There exists a huge amount of literature on Abelian varieties
and their moduli spaces, both in characteristic zero and in positive characteristic,
see, e.g., [Mu70].

By an (unpublished) result of Grothendieck [Ill05, Theorem 5.23], Abelian
varieties lift to characteristic zero, see also Section 10.

For an Abelian variety A of dimension g multiplication by p is a finite mor-
phism. Its kernel A[p] is a finite and flat group scheme of length p2g, and we
refer to Section 1, where we already discussed the case g = 1, i.e., elliptic curves.
The identity component A[p]0 is infinitesimal of length at least g. The quotient
A[p]/A[p]0 is an étale group scheme isomorphic to (Z/pZ)r, for some 0 ≤ r ≤ g.
This quantity r is called the p-rank of A. For Abelian varieties of dimension at
most two, the p-rank can be detected by the Frobenius-action F : H1(A,OA) →
H1(A,OA). (This is not true in higher dimensions: if F acts as zero then all
Newton slopes are positive, but the Newton polygon may not be supersingular.)
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DEFINITION 6.2. An Abelian surface A is called

(1) ordinary if r = 2. Equivalently, F acts bijectively on H1(A,OA).
(2) supersingular if r = 0. Equivalently, F is zero on H1(A,OA).

We remark that the image of the Albanese morphism of a uniruled surface is at
most one-dimensional. Thus, an Abelian surface cannot be uniruled. We note this
in view of Shioda’s notion of supersingularity and its connection with unirationality
discussed in Section 8.

K3 surfaces. These surfaces are characterized by the following invariants:

ωS ∼= OS pg = 1 h0,1 = 0 h1,0 = 0
χ(OS) = 2 c2 = 24 b1 = 0 b2 = 22

Their formal deformation spaces are smooth W (k)-algebras in any characteristic,
i.e., the Bogomolov–Tian–Todorov unobstructedness theorem for K3 surfaces in
positive characteristic is true [R-S76]:

THEOREM 6.3 (Rudakov–Shafarevich). A K3 surface has no global vector
fields. Thus,

H2(S,ΘS) ∼= H2(S,Ω1
S ⊗ ωS)

SD∼= H0(S,ΘS)∨ = 0

where SD denotes Serre duality. In particular, deformations of these surfaces are
unobstructed.

Over the complex numbers this follows from the Hodge symmetry h1,2 = h0,2,
which is induced by complex conjugation and thus may not hold over arbitrary
ground fields. The proof in positive characteristic of [R-S76] makes heavy use
of purely characteristic-p-techniques: from the existence of a hypothetical global
vector field on a K3 surface S, they deduce the existence of a purely inseparable
morphism from S to some other surface S′, see Section 9. A careful analysis of
this hypothetical inseparable morphism and of S′ finally yields the desired contra-
diction.

We note that over fields of positive characteristic and in dimension three the
Bogomolov–Tian–Todorov unobstructedness theorem for Calabi–Yau varieties fails,
cf. [Hir99a] and [Sch04].

The above result also implies that K3 surfaces possess formal liftings and
Deligne [Del81] showed in fact (see also Section 10 for more on liftings):

THEOREM 6.4 (Deligne). K3 surfaces lift projectively to characteristic zero.

The moduli space of polarized K3 surfaces in positive and mixed characteristic
exists by a result of Rizov [Ri06]. However, it is still open, whether these moduli
spaces are irreducible. The reason is that global Torelli theorems are not at disposal.

We come back to K3 surfaces in Section 8, where we discuss arithmetic con-
jectures and conjectural characterizations of unirational K3 surfaces.
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Enriques surfaces. In characteristic p 6= 2 these surfaces are characterized by
the following invariants:

ωS 6∼= OS ω⊗2
S
∼= OS pg = 0 h0,1 = 0

χ(OS) = 1 c2 = 12 b1 = 0 b2 = 10

Moreover, the canonical sheaf ωS defines a double cover S̃ → S, where S is a K3
surface. Also, they always possess elliptic or quasi-elliptic fibrations. Every such
fibration has precisely two multiple fibers, both of which are not wild.

The most challenging case is characteristic 2, where Enriques surfaces are
characterized by (≡ denotes numerical equivalence)

ωS ≡ OS χ(OS) = 1 c2 = 12 b1 = 0 b2 = 10

It turns out that pg = h0,1 ≤ 1, see [B-M3]. Since b1 = 0 we conclude that
the Picard scheme of an Enriques surface with h0,1 = 1 is not smooth. In this
case, Frobenius induces a map F : H1(S,OS) → H1(S,OS), which is either
identically zero or bijective. We thus obtain three possibilities:

DEFINITION 6.5. An Enriques surface (in characteristic 2) is called
(1) classical if h0,1 = pg = 0, and
(2) non-classical if h0,1 = pg = 1. Such a surface is called

(a) ordinary if Frobenius acts bijectively on H1(S,OS), and
(b) supersingular if Frobenius is zero on H1(S,OS).

All three types exist [B-M3]. We note that the terminology is inspired from
Abelian surfaces, see above.

In any characteristic, Enriques surfaces possess elliptic or quasi-elliptic fibra-
tions. Such a fibration always has multiple fibers. Moreover, if S is classical,
then every (quasi-)elliptic fibration has precisely two multiple fibers, both of mul-
tiplicity two and neither of them is wild. If S non-classical, then there is only one
multiple fiber, which is wild with multiplicity two. Finally, if S is non-classical
and ordinary it does not possess quasi-elliptic fibrations. We refer to [C-D, Chap-
ter V.7] for details.

As explained in [B-M3, §3], all Enriques surfaces possess a finite and flat
morphism of degree two

ϕ : S̃ → S

such that ωS̃
∼= OS̃ , h0(S̃,OS̃) = h2(S̃,OS̃) = 1, and h1(S̃,OS̃) = 0, i.e., S̃

is “K3-like”. More precisely, in characteristic 6= 2, or, if S is non-classical and
ordinary, then ϕ is étale of degree two and S̃ is in fact a K3 surface. However,
in the other cases in characteristic 2, S̃ is only an integral Gorenstein surface that
need not even be normal, since ϕ is a torsor under an infinitesimal group scheme.
In any case and any characteristic, S̃ is birational to the complete intersection of
three quadrics in P5, see [Li10b], which generalizes results of Cossec [Co83] and
Verra [Ve84].

Moreover, the moduli space of Enriques surfaces in characteristic p 6= 2 is ir-
reducible, unirational, smooth and 10-dimensional. In characteristic 2, it consists
of two irreducible, unirational, and 10-dimensional components that intersect in
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a 9-dimensional component. The intersection corresponds to non-classical super-
singular surfaces, and outside their intersection the 10-dimensional components
parametrize non-classical ordinary, and classical Enriques surfaces, respectively.
We refer to [Li10b] for details, as well as [E-SB] for a complimentary approach.

We refer to [B-M3], [La83b], [La88], [Li10b], and, of course, to [C-D] for
more details and partial classification results.

(Quasi-)hyperelliptic surfaces. In characteristic p 6= 2, 3 these surfaces are
characterized by the following invariants:

ωS 6∼= OS ω⊗12
S
∼= OS pg = 0 h0,1 = 0

χ(OS) = 0 c2 = 0 b1 = 2 b2 = 2

Moreover, these surfaces are equipped with two elliptic fibrations: one is the Al-
banese fibration S → E, where E is an elliptic curve, and then, there exists a
second fibration S → P1. It turns out that all these surfaces arise as quotients

S = (E × F )/G ,

where E and F are elliptic curves, G is a group acting faithfully on E and F and
the quotient yielding S is via the diagonal action. In particular, the classical list
[Ba, List 10.27] of Bagnera–DeFranchis gives all classes.

The more complicated classes arise in characteristic 2 and 3. Firstly, these
surfaces are characterized by (again, ≡ denotes numerical equivalence)

ωS ≡ OS χ(OS) = 0 c2 = 0 b1 = 2 b2 = 2

It turns out that 1 ≤ pg + 1 = h0,1 ≤ 2, and that surfaces with h0,1 = 2 are
precisely those with non-smooth Picard scheme [B-M3].

In any case, the Albanese morphism S → Alb(S) is onto an elliptic curve with
generic fiber a curve of genus one, which motivates the following

DEFINITION 6.6. The surface is called hyperelliptic, if S → Alb(S) is an
elliptic fibration, and quasi-hyperelliptic if this fibration is quasi-elliptic.

In both cases, there exists a second fibration S → P1, which is always elliptic.
Finally, for every (quasi-)hyperelliptic surface S, there exists

(1) an elliptic curve E,
(2) a curve C of arithmetic genus one, which is smooth if S is hyperelliptic,

or rational with a cusp if S is quasi-hyperelliptic, and
(3) a finite and flat group scheme G (possibly non-reduced), together with

embeddings G → Aut(C) and G → Aut(E), where G acts by transla-
tions on E.

Then, S is isomorphic to
S ∼= (E × C)/G ,

the Albanese map arises as projection ontoE/Gwith fiberC and the other fibration
onto C/G ∼= P1 is elliptic with fiber E.

It turns out thatGmay contain infinitesimal subgroups, which gives rise to new
cases even for hyperelliptic surfaces. In any case, it turns out that G is Abelian.
This implies that the especially large and non-Abelian automorphism groups of
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elliptic curves with j = 0 in characteristic 2 and 3 (see Section 1) do not give rise
to new classes. We refer to [B-M2] for the complete classification of hyperelliptic
surfaces and to [B-M3] for the classification of quasi-hyperelliptic surfaces.

An interesting feature in characteristic 2 and 3 is the possibility that G acts
trivially on ωE×C , and thus the canonical sheaf on S is trivial. In this case we get
pg = 1, h0,1 = 2 and the Picard scheme of S is not reduced.

7. General type

In this section we discuss surfaces of general type, and refer to [BHPV, Chap-
ter VII] and the references given there for the corresponding results over the com-
plex numbers.

Pluricanonical maps. Let S be a minimal surface of general type. Clearly,

K2
S > 0

since some pluricanonical map has a two-dimensional image. However, we shall
see below that Castelnuovo’s inequality c2 > 0 may fail. Let us recall that a
rational (−2)-curve is a curve C on a surface with C ∼= P1

k and C2 = −2.

THEOREM 7.1. Let S be a minimal surface of general type. Then, the (a priori)
rational map to the canonical model

S 99K Scan := ProjRcan(S) = Proj
⊕
n≥0

H0(S, ω⊗nS )

is a birational morphism that contracts all rational (−2)-curves and nothing more.

Rational (−2)-curves form configurations, whose intersection matrices are
negative definite. These matrices are Cartan matrices and correspond to Dynkin
diagrams of type A, D and E. In particular, the morphism S → Scan contracts
these curves to DuVal singularities, see [Ba, Chapter 3], as well as Artin’s original
papers [Ar62] and [Ar66].

Bombieri’s results on pluri-canonical systems were extended to positive char-
acteristic in [Ek88] and refined in [SB91a] and [CFHR], and we refer to these
articles for more results. We give a hint of how to modify the classical proofs
below. Also, the reader who is puzzled by the possibility of purely inseparably
uniruled surfaces of general type in the statements below might want to look at
Section 8 first.

THEOREM 7.2 (Ekedahl, Shepherd-Barron). Let S be a minimal surface of
general type and consider the linear system |mKS | on the canonical model Scan

(1) it is ample for m ≥ 5 or if m = 4 and K2
S ≥ 2 or m = 3 and K2

S ≥ 3,
(2) it is base-point free for m ≥ 4 or if m = 3 and K2

S ≥ 2,
(3) it is base-point free for m = 2 if K2

S ≥ 5 and p ≥ 11 or p ≥ 3 and S is
not inseparably uniruled,

(4) it defines a birational morphism for m = 2 if K2
S ≥ 10, S has no pencil

of genus 2 curves and p ≥ 11 or p ≥ 5 and S is not purely inseparably
uniruled.
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There is a version of Ramanujam-vanishing (see [Ek88, Theorem II.1.6] for
the precise statement):

THEOREM 7.3 (Ekedahl). Let S be a minimal surface of general type and let
L be an invertible sheaf that is numerically equivalent to ω⊗iS for some i ≥ 1.
Then H1(S,L∨) = 0 except possibly for certain surfaces in characteristic 2 with
χ(OS) ≤ 1.

On the other hand, minimal surfaces of general type with H1(S, ω∨S ) 6= 0 in
characteristic 2 do exist by [Ek88, Proposition I.2.14].

Bombieri’s proof of the above results over the complex numbers is based on
vanishing theorems H1(S,L) = 0 for certain more or less negative invertible
sheaves. However, these vanishing results do not hold in positive characteristic,
see [Ra78] for explicit counter-examples. Ekedahl [Ek88] overcomes this diffi-
culty as follows: he considers an invertible sheaf L and its Frobenius-pullback
F ∗(L) ∼= L⊗p as group schemes over S. Then, Frobenius induces a short exact
sequence of group schemes (for the flat topology on S)

(1) 0 → αL → L
F→ F ∗(L) → 0 ,

By definition, αL is the kernel of F , which should be compared with the definition
of the group scheme αp in Section 1. This αL is an infinitesimal group scheme
over S and can be thought of as a possibly non-trivial family of αp’s over S.

Now, if L∨ is ample then H1(S,L⊗ν) = 0 for ν � 0, see [Hart, Theorem
III.7.6]. In order to get vanishing of H1(S,L), we assume that this is not the case
and replace L by some L⊗ν such that H1(S,L) 6= 0 and H1(S,L⊗p) = 0. Then,
the long exact sequence in cohomology for (1) yields

H1
fl(S, αL) 6= 0.

Such a cohomology class corresponds to an αL-torsor, which implies that there
exists a purely inseparable morphism of degree p

Y
π→ S,

where Y is an integral Gorenstein surface, whose dualizing sheaf satisfies ωY ∼=
π∗(ωS ⊗ Lp−1). (The subscript fl in the first cohomology group denotes the flat
topology, which is needed since αL-torsors are usually only locally trivial with
respect to the flat topology.)

For example, suppose S is of general type and L = ω
⊗(−m)
S for some m ≥ 1.

Then either H1(S,L) = 0 and one proceeds as in the classical case or there ex-
ists an inseparable cover Y → S, where ωY is “negative”, in the sense that ω∨Y is
big and nef. The second alternative implies that S is inseparably dominated by a
surface of special type, and a further analysis of the situation leads to a contradic-
tion (establishing the desired vanishing result) or an explicit counter-example to a
vanishing result. For example, Theorem 7.3 above is proved this way.
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Castelnuovo’s inequality. Over the complex numbers, surfaces of general
type satisfy Castelnuovo’s inequality c2 > 0. In [Ra78], Raynaud constructs
minimal surfaces of general type with c2 < 0 in characteristics p ≥ 5, i.e., this
inequality fails. On the other, there is the following structure result:

THEOREM 7.4 (Shepherd-Barron [SB91b]). Let S be a minimal surface of
general type.

(1) If c2(S) = 0 then S is inseparably dominated by a surface of special
type.

(2) If c2(S) < 0 then the Albanese map S → Alb(S) has one-dimensional
image with generic fiber a singular rational curve. In particular, S is
inseparably uniruled.

In characteristic p ≥ 11, surfaces of general type fulfill χ(OS) > 0.

We refer to [SB91b] for more precise statements. Although there do exist
surfaces of general type with c2 < 0, and in view of Noether’s formula 12χ =
c2

1 + c2, one might ask whether the much stronger inequality χ > 0 holds for
surfaces of general type. Here, we have the following analogue of a theorem of
Castelnuovo and DeFranchis:

PROPOSITION 7.5. Let S be a surface with χ(OS) < 0. Then,
(1) S is birationally ruled over a curve of genus 1− χ(OS), or
(2) S is quasi-elliptic of Kodaira dimension κ = 1 and p ≤ 3, or
(3) S is a surface of general type and p ≤ 7.

PROOF. If κ = −∞, then S is birationally ruled over a curve of genus 1−χ(OS)
and we get the first case. Also, by the explicit classification, there are no surfaces
with κ = 0 and χ(OS) < 0. For κ = 2, this is [SB91b, Theorem 8].

If κ = 1, then S admits a (quasi-)elliptic fibration S → B, say with generic
fiber F . Also, we may assume that S is minimal. In case F is smooth then [Dol]
yields c2(S) ≥ e(F ) · e(B) = 0, where e denotes the Euler number. Since
c2

1(S) = 0 for a relatively minimal (quasi-)elliptic fibration, Noether’s formula
yields χ(OS) = 0. Thus, if χ(OS) < 0, the fibration must be quasi-elliptic and
such surfaces exist for p ≤ 3 only. �

Quasi-elliptic surfaces with χ(OS) < 0 in characteristic p ≤ 3 can be found
in [Ra78], i.e., the first two cases of the previous proposition do exist. On the
other hand, it is still unknown whether there do exist surfaces of general type with
χ(OS) ≤ 0.

Noether’s inequality. Every minimal surface of general type fulfills

K2
S ≥ 2pg(S) − 4 (Noether’s inequality).

Moreover, if the canonical map is composed with a pencil, then

K2
S ≥ 3pg(S) − 6 (Beauville’s inequality)

holds true and if the canonical map is birational onto its image, then

K2
S ≥ 3pg(S) − 7 (Castelnuovo’s inequality)
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holds true, see [Li08b] and [Li10a]. In particular, this area of geography of sur-
faces of general type behaves as over the complex numbers.

We recall that surfaces that are extremal with respect to Noether’s inequality
are called Horikawa surfaces. More precisely, an even Horikawa surface is a min-
imal surface of general type that satisfiesK2 = 2pg−4, whereas an odd Horikawa
surface satisfies K2 = 2pg − 3. These surfaces are classified in arbitrary charac-
teristic in [Li08b] and [Li10a]. Basically, the same structure results as over the
complex numbers hold for them: most of them arise as double covers of ratio-
nal surfaces via their canonical maps. In characteristic 2, the canonical map may
become purely inseparable, and then, the corresponding Horikawa surfaces are
unirational, see also Section 8. We refer to the just mentioned articles for precise
classification results, description of the moduli spaces, as well as the description
of the subsets in these moduli spaces corresponding to surfaces with inseparable
canonical maps. Finally, unirational Horikawa surfaces in characteristic p ≥ 3
were systematically constructed in [L-S09].

Also, Beauville’s result that minimal surfaces of general type with K2 <
3pg − 7 are double covers of rational surfaces via their canonical maps still holds
in positive characteristic [Li10a].

Bogomolov–Miyaoka–Yau inequality. A minimal surface of general type
over the complex numbers fulfills K2

S ≤ 9χ(OS) or, equivalently, K2
S ≤ 3c2(S).

This is proved using analytic methods from differential geometry. Moreover, by a
result of Yau, surfaces with c2

1 = 3c2 are uniformized by the complex 2-ball and
thus, these surfaces are rigid by a result Siu.

This inequality is known to fail in positive characteristic, and the first counter-
examples are due to Szpiro [Sz79, Section 3.4.1]. There are beautiful counter-
examples in [BHH87, Kapitel 3.5.J], where covers of P2 ramified over special line
configurations that only exist in positive characteristic are used. Similar construc-
tions appeared in [Ea08].

In [Ek88, Remark (i) to Proposition 2.14], a 10-dimensional family of surfaces
with K2 = 9 and χ(OS) = 1 in characteristic 2 is constructed, i.e., rigidity on the
Bogomolov–Miyaoka–Yau line fails.

On the other hand, there is the following positive result [SB91a]

THEOREM 7.6 (Shepherd-Barron). If S is a minimal surface of general type
in characteristic 2 that lifts over W2(k) then c2

1(S) ≤ 4c2(S) holds true.

We refer to [SB91a] for results circling around Bogomolov’s inequality c2
1(E) ≤

4c2(E) for stable rank 2 vector bundles.

Global vector fields. The tangent space to the automorphism group scheme of
a smooth variety is isomorphic to the space of global vector fields. Since a surface
of general type has only finitely many automorphisms this implies that there are no
global vector fields on a surface of general type in characteristic zero. However,
in positive characteristic, the automorphism group scheme of a surface of general
type is still finite but may contain infinitesimal subgroup schemes, which have non-
trivial tangent spaces. Thus, infinitesimal automorphism group schemes of surfaces
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of general type in positive characteristic give rise to non-trivial global vector fields.
For examples, we refer to [La83a].

Non-classical Godeaux surfaces. Since K2
S > 0 for a minimal surface of

general type it is natural to classify surfaces with K2
S = 1. It turns out that these

fulfill 1 ≤ χ(OS) ≤ 3 and thus the lowest invariants possible are as follows:

DEFINITION 7.7. A numerical Godeaux surface is a minimal surface of gen-
eral type with χ(OS) = K2

S = 1. Such a surface is called classical if pg = h0,1 =
0 and otherwise non-classical.

In characteristic zero or in characteristic p ≥ 7, numerical Godeaux surfaces
are classical [Li09b]. Moreover, quotients of a quintic surface in P3 by a free
Z/5Z-action (this construction is due to Godeaux) provide examples of classical
Godeaux surfaces in characteristic p 6= 5. Classical and non-classical Godeaux
surfaces in characteristic p = 5 have been constructed in [La81] and [Mir84].
Non-classical Godeaux surfaces in characteristic p = 5 have been completely clas-
sified in [Li09b] - it turns out that all of them arise as quotients of (possibly highly
singular) quintic surfaces in P3 by Z/5Z or αp. We finally note that non-classical
Godeaux surfaces are precisely those with non-reduced Picard schemes.

Quite generally, for every n there exists an integer P (n) such that minimal
surfaces of general type with K2 ≤ n in characteristic p ≥ P (n) have a reduced
Picard scheme [Li09a]. Thus, P (1) = 7, but P (n) is unbounded as a function of
n.

Surfaces with pg = 0. For a complex minimal surface of general type with
pg = 0, the inequality χ(OS) > 0 forces h01 = 0, thus χ(OS) = 1 and then the
Bogomolov–Miyaoka–Yau inequality implies 1 ≤ K2 ≤ 9. Interestingly, these
(in-)equalities hold over any field:

PROPOSITION 7.8. Let S be a minimal surface of general type with pg(S) = 0.
Then, the equalities and inequalities

h01(S) = 0, χ(OS) = 1, and 1 ≤ K2
S ≤ 9

hold true.

PROOF. From pg = 0 we get χ(OS) ≤ 1. Suppose first, that χ(OS) = 1 holds.
Then h01 = 0 and we find b1 = 0, which yields c2 = 2− 2b1 + b2 ≥ 3. But then,
Noether’s formula yields

K2
S = 12χ(OS)− c2(S) ≤ 12− 3 = 9,

which gives the desired (in-)equalities.
If χ(OS) ≤ 0, Noether’s formula yields c2(S) < 0. By Theorem 7.4, the

Albanese morphism S → Alb(S) is a fibration over a curve. Thus, b2 ≥ NS(S) ≥
2 by Igusa’s inequality. Next, we have h01 = 1 − χ(OS) and thus, in particular
b1 ≤ 2(1− χ(OS)). Thus,

c2(S) = 2− 2b1 + b2 ≥ 2 − 4(1− χ(OS)) + 2 = 4χ(OS).
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But then, Noether’s formula implies

12χ(OS) = K2
S + c2(S) ≥ 4χ(OS) + K2

S

and thus,

0 ≥ 8χ(OS) ≥ K2
S ,

which is absurd. Thus, the χ(OS) ≤ 0-case cannot happen and we are done. �

The first examples of algebraically simply connected surfaces of general type
with pg = 0 were constructed by Lee and Nakayama [L-N11], by adapting Q-
Gorenstein smoothing techniques to positive characteristic.

THEOREM 7.9 (Lee–Nakayama). There do exist algebraically simply con-
nected surfaces of general type with pg = 0, all values 1 ≤ K2 ≤ 4, and in
all characteristics p ≥ 3.

8. Unirationality and supersingularity

In this and the following section we discuss more specialized characteristic-
p topics. We start with questions related to unirationality. More precisely, we
circle around rationality, unirationality, their effect on Néron–Severi groups, and
the formal Brauer group. We discuss these for K3 surfaces, and surfaces over finite
fields.

An instructive computation. To start with, let ϕ : X 99K Y be a dominant
and generically finite morphism in characteristic zero. Then, the pull-back of a
non-trivial pluricanonical form is again a non-trivial pluricanonical form. Thus,
if κ(X) = −∞, also κ(Y ) = −∞ holds true. However, over a field of positive
characteristic p, the example

ϕ : t 7→ tp, and then ϕ∗(dt) = dtp = ptp−1dt = 0

shows that the pull-back of a non-trivial pluricanonical form may very well be-
come trivial after pullback. In particular, the previous characteristic zero argument,
which shows that the Kodaira dimension cannot increase under generically finite
morphisms, breaks down.

However, if S is separably uniruled, i.e., if there exists a dominant rational map
P1 × C 99K S such that the finite field extension k(S) ⊂ k(P1 × C) is separable,
then this phenomenon does not occur, we find κ(S) = −∞ and applying Theorem
3.4, we conclude

THEOREM 8.1. A separably uniruled surface is birationally ruled.

In particular, if a surface S is separably unirational, then p2(S) = 0. But being
dominated by a rational surface, its Albanese map is trivial and so b1(S) = 0.
Thus, S is rational by Theorem 3.6.
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Zariski surfaces. On the other hand, Zariski [Za58] has given the first ex-
amples of unirational surfaces in positive characteristic that are not rational: for a
generic choice of a polynomial f(x, y) of sufficiently large degree,

(2) zp − f(x, y) = 0

extends to an inseparable cover X → P2, where X has “mild” singularities and
where usually κ(X̃) ≥ 0 for some resolution of singularities X̃ → X . Moreover,
we have an inclusion of function fields

k(x, y) ⊂ k(X̃) = k(x, y)[ p
√
f(x, y)] ⊂ k( p

√
x, p
√
y)

i.e., X̃ is unirational. Surfaces of the form (2) are called Zariski-surfaces.

THEOREM 8.2. (Zariski) In every positive characteristic there exist unirational
surfaces that are not rational.

However, we remind the reader from Section 3 that rational surfaces are still
characterized as those surfaces that satisfy h0,1 = p2 = 0.

Quasi-elliptic surfaces. If S → B is a quasi-elliptic fibration from a surface
S with generic fiber F , then there exists a purely inseparable extension L/k(B) of
degree p = char(k) such that F ⊗k(B) L is not normal, i.e., the cusp “appears”
over L, see [B-M3]. Thus, the normalization of S ⊗k(B) L is a birationally ruled
surface over B and we get the following result

THEOREM 8.3. Let S be a surface and S → B be a quasi-elliptic fibration.
Then there exists a purely inseparable and dominant rational map B × P1 99K S,
i.e., S is (purely inseparably) uniruled.

In particular, if S → P1 is a quasi-elliptic fibration then S is a Zariski surface,
and in particular unirational.

Fermat surfaces. If the characteristic p = char(k) does not divide n then the
Fermat surface Sn, i.e., the hypersurface

Sn := {xn0 + xn1 + xn2 + xn3 = 0 } ⊂ P3
k

is smooth over k. For n ≤ 3 it is rational, for n = 4 it is K3 and it is of general
type for n ≥ 5. Shioda and Katsura have shown in [Sh74] and [K-S79] that

THEOREM 8.4 (Katsura–Shioda). The Fermat surface Sn, n ≥ 4 is unirational
in characteristic p if and only if there exists a ν ∈ N such that pν ≡ −1 mod n.

Shioda [Sh86] has generalized these results to Delsarte surfaces. The example
of Fermat surfaces shows that being unirational is quite subtle. Namely, one can
show (see at the end of this section) that the generic hypersurface of degree n ≥ 4
in P3

k is not unirational, and thus being unirational is not a deformation invariant.
From the point of view of Mori theory it is interesting to note that unirational

surfaces that are not rational are covered by singular rational curves. However, (un-
like in characteristic zero) it is not possible to smoothen these families – after all,
possessing a pencil of smooth rational curves implies that the surface in question
is rational.
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Fundamental group. There do exist geometric obstructions to unirationality:
being dominated by a rational surface, the Albanese morphism of a unirational
surface is trivial, and we conclude b1 = 0. Moreover, Serre [Se59] has shown that
the fundamental group of a unirational surface is finite, and Crew [Cr84] that it
does not contain p-torsion in characteristic p. A far more subtle invariant is the
formal Brauer group (see below) that can prevent a surface from being unirational
(and that may actually be the only obstruction for “nice” classes of surfaces).

K3 surfaces and Shioda-supersingularity. We recall that the Kummer sur-
face Km(A) of an Abelian surface A is the minimal desingularization of the quo-
tient of A by the sign involution. In characteristic p 6= 2 the Kummer surface is
always a K3 surface. Their unirationality has been settled completely in [Sh77]
- in particular, this result shows that there exist unirational K3 surfaces in every
positive characteristic p ≥ 3:

THEOREM 8.5 (Shioda). Let A be an Abelian surface in characteristic p ≥ 3.
Then the Kummer surface Km(A) is unirational if and only if A is a supersingular
as an Abelian variety.

We recall from Section 6 that an Abelian variety is called supersingular if its
p-torsion subgroup scheme A[p] is infinitesimal.

To explain the notion of supersingularity introduced by Shioda [Sh74] let us
recall from Section 2 that Igusa’s inequality states ρ ≤ b2, where ρ denotes the
rank of the Néron–Severi group and b2 is the second Betti number.

DEFINITION 8.6. A surface S is called supersingular in the sense of Shioda if
ρ(S) = b2(S) holds true.

This notion is motivated by the following result, also from [Sh74]

THEOREM 8.7 (Shioda). Uniruled surfaces are Shioda-supersingular.

The unirationality results on Kummer and Fermat surfaces show that these
classes of surfaces are unirational if and only if they are supersingular in the sense
of Shioda. This leads to the following

CONJECTURE 8.8 (Shioda). A K3 surface is unirational if and only if it is
Shioda-supersingular.

Apart from the examples already mentioned this conjecture is known to be true
in characteristic 2: the Néron–Severi lattices of Shioda-supersingular K3 surfaces
have been classified in [R-S78] and using these results they show (loc. cit.)

THEOREM 8.9 (Rudakov–Shafarevich). Every K3 surface in characteristic 2
that is Shioda-supersingular possesses a quasi-elliptic fibration. In particular,
these surfaces are Zariski surfaces and unirational.

K3 surfaces and Artin-supersingularity. There exists yet another notion of
supersingularity. Namely, for a K3 surface S over k, Artin [Ar74a] considers the
functor that associates to every Artin-algebra A over k the Abelian group

Br : A 7→ ker
(
H2(S ×A,O×S×A) → H2(S,O×S )

)
.
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This functor is pro-representable by a one-dimensional formal group law, the so-
called formal Brauer group B̂r(S) of S, see also [A-M77].

Over a field of characteristic zero, for every one-dimensional formal group law
there exists an isomorphism, the logarithm, to the additive formal group law Ĝa.
However, in positive characteristic, this is no longer the case, and every formal
group law has a height, which is a strictly positive integer or infinity, and which
measures the complexity of multiplication by p. For example, height infinity means
that multiplication by p is equal to zero. Moreover, by a result of Lazard, the
height determines the formal group law if the ground field is algebraically closed.
For example, over an algebraically closed field, a one-dimensional group law of
height h = 1 is isomorphic to the multiplicative group law Ĝm, whereas height
h =∞ corresponds to Ĝa. We refer to [Ha78] for more on formal group laws and
[A-M77] for applications to geometry.

In the case of K3 surfaces, the height h of the formal Brauer group satisfies
1 ≤ h ≤ 10 or h = ∞. Moreover, the height h stratifies the moduli space of K3
surfaces: K3 surfaces with h = 1 – these are called ordinary – are open in families
and surfaces with h ≥ h0 + 1 form a closed subset inside families of surfaces with
h ≥ h0. We refer to [Ar74a], [Og01], and [G-K00] for more on the geometry of
the height stratification of the moduli space.

DEFINITION 8.10. A K3 surface is called supersingular in the sense of Artin,
if its formal Brauer group has infinite height.

Shioda-supersingular K3 surfaces are Artin-supersingular. The converse im-
plication is known to hold for elliptic K3 surfaces [Ar74a], as well as for K3
surfaces carrying a degree-2-polarization [RSZ82]. Interestingly, every Shioda-
supersingular K3 surface carries a degree-2-polarization [Sh04]. It is conjectured
that all Artin-supersingular K3 surfaces are Shioda-supersingular.

To stratify the moduli space of Artin-supersingular K3 surfaces, we consider
their Néron–Severi groups. Conjecturally, Artin-supersingular K3 surfaces are
Shioda-supersingular and thus one expects ρ = b2. In any case, the discriminant of
the intersection form on NS(S) of an Artin-supersingular K3 surface S is equal to

disc NS(S) = ±p2σ0

for some integer 1 ≤ σ0 ≤ 10 by [Ar74a].

DEFINITION 8.11. The integer σ0 is called the Artin invariant of the Artin-
supersingular K3 surface.

In characteristic p ≥ 3, Shioda-supersingular K3 surfaces with σ0 ≤ 2 are
Kummer surfaces of supersingular Abelian surfaces. Their moduli space is one-
dimensional but non-separated. Moreover, there is precisely one such surface with
σ0 = 1, and it arises as Km(E×E), where E is a supersingular elliptic curve. We
refer to [Sh79] and [Og79] for details. From the unirationality results on Kum-
mer surfaces in characteristic p ≥ 3 mentioned above, it follows that Shioda-
supersingular K3 surfaces with σ0 ≤ 2 are unirational. We refer to [Sch05] for
the analog results in characteristic 2.
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Ogus [Og79] established a Torelli theorem for Artin-supersingular K3 surfaces
with marked Picard lattices in terms of crystalline cohomology. Finally, we refer
to [R-S81] for further results on K3 surfaces in positive characteristic.

General type. Let us recall from Section 7 that a minimal surface of gen-
eral type is called an even Horikawa surface if it satisfies K2 = 2pg − 4. This
unbounded class is particularly easy to handle since all of them arise as double
covers of rational surfaces. In [L-S09], we constructed unirational Horikawa sur-
faces in arbitrarily large characteristics and for arbitrarily large pg. Thus, although
the generic Horikawa surface is not unirational, being unirational is nevertheless a
common phenomenon.

Zeta functions. If S is a smooth surface over a finite field Fq, then one can
count the number #S(Fqn) of Fqn-rational points of S and form the zeta function
of S:

Z(S, t) := exp

( ∞∑
n=1

#S(Fqn)
tn

n

)
.

Weil conjectured many properties of Z(S, t), which were proved using étale co-
homology. In fact, these conjectures were Grothendieck’s motivation to introduce
étale cohomology. We refer to [Hart, Appendix C] or [Mil] for details. In par-
ticular, the zeta function is in fact a rational function. For a surface, it takes the
form

Z(S, t) =
P1(S, t) · P3(S, t)

(1− qt) · P2(S, t) · (1− q2t)
,

where Pj(S, t) is a polynomial of degree equal to the j.th Betti number bj(S).
Over the complex numbers, P2(S, t) factors as

P2(S, t) =
b2(S)∏
i=1

(1 − αit) ,

where the αi are complex numbers of absolute value q.
Now, suppose S is Shioda-supersingular. After passing to a finite extension,

we may assume that all divisor classes of NS(S) are defined over Fq. In that case
αi = q holds true for all i, and the zeta function looks like the zeta function of a
birationally ruled surface. This perfectly fits into Shioda’s conjecture that Shioda-
supersingularity for K3 surfaces is related to unirationality. Thus, one might expect
that if a surface over a finite field satisfies αi = q for all i, then it is Shioda-
supersingular.

Quite generally, Tate conjectured that for every surface over a finite field, every
root αi = q of P2(S, t) comes from a divisor class. Note that Poincaré duality
implies that if α is a root of P2(S, t) then so is q/α. For K3 surfaces, using the fact
that degP2(S, t) = b2(S) is even, this has the following interesting consequence
(see [BHT11, Theorem 13] for a proof)
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THEOREM 8.12 (Swinnerton-Dyer). Let S be a K3 surface over Fq, and as-
sume that the Tate-conjecture holds for S. Then, the rank of the geometric Picard
group Pic(S ⊗Fq Fq) is even.

More generally, Artin and Tate refined Tate’s conjecture as follows: namely,
for every surface they conjectured that P2(S, t) decodes more than just the rank
ρ(S) of the Néron–Severi group: let D1, ..., Dρ be independent classes in NS(S)
and set B :=

∑
iZDi. Let #Br(S) be the order of the Brauer group, which is

conjecturally finite. Then

CONJECTURE 8.13 (Artin–Tate). We have

P2(S, q−s) ∼ (−1)ρ(S)−1 · #Br(S) · det({Di ·Dj}i,j)
qχ(OS)−1+b1(S) · (NS(S) : B)2

· (1− q1−s)ρ(S)

as s tends to 1

Milne [Mil75] reduced this conjecture to Tate’s original conjecture. For a re-
lation of Tate’s conjecture with Igusa’s inequality and a conjecture of Artin and
Mazur on Frobenius eigenvalues on crystalline cohomology, we refer to [Ill79,
Remarque II.5.13]. For elliptic surfaces, the Artin-Tate conjecture is a function
field analogue of the Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture and was established by
Artin and Swinnerton-Dyer for elliptic K3 surfaces [A-S73]. And finally, Nygaard
[N83] and Nygaard–Ogus [N-O85] established the Tate conjecture for K3 surfaces,
whose formal Brauer groups have finite height. Thus,

THEOREM 8.14 (Artin, Milne, Nygaard, Ogus, Swinnerton-Dyer). The Tate
and Artin–Tate conjectures hold for elliptic K3 surfaces, as well as K3 surfaces,
whose formal Brauer groups are of finite height.

We end this section by noting that the zeta function of a unirational or a Shioda-
supersingular surface has a very specific form. For the Fermat surfaces Sn the zeta
functions were classically known thanks to results on Gauß- and Jacobi-sums. For
example, [K-S79] conclude from these results that Sn is not supersingular if there
exist no ν such that pν ≡ −1 mod n.

9. Inseparable morphisms and foliations

In this section we study inseparable morphisms of height one in greater detail.
On the level of function fields this is Jacobson’s correspondence, a kind of Galois
correspondence for purely inseparable field extensions. However, this correspon-
dence is not via automorphisms but via derivations. On the level of geometry this
translates into foliations in tangent sheaves. In the case of surfaces this simplifies
to p-closed vector fields.

Jacobson’s correspondence. Let us recall the classical Galois correspondence:
given a fieldK and a separable extensionL there exists a minimal Galois extension
of K containing L, the Galois closure Kgal of L. By definition, the Galois group
G = Gal(Kgal/K) of this extension is the automorphism group of Kgal over K,
which is finite of degree equal to the index [Kgal : K]. Finally, there is a bijective
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correspondence between subgroups of G and intermediate fields K ⊆ M ⊆ Kgal.
In particular, there are only finitely many fields between K and Kgal.

In Section 1 we encountered height 1-extensions of a field K. It turns out that
automorphism of purely inseparable extensions are trivial, and thus give no insight
into these extensions. However, there does exist a sort Galois-type correspondence
for such extensions, Jacobson’s correspondence [Jac64, Chapter IV]. Instead of
automorphisms, one studies derivations over K.

Namely, let L be a purely inseparable extension of height 1 of K, i.e., K ⊆
L ⊆ Kp−1

, or, put differently, Lp ⊆ K. We remark that Kp−1
plays the role of a

Galois closure of L. Now, consider the Abelian group

Der(L) := {δ : Kp−1 → Kp−1
, δ is a derivation and δ(L) = 0}.

Since δ(xp) = p ·xp−1 ·δ(x) = 0, these derivations are automaticallyK-linear and
thus, Der(L) is a K-vector space. More precisely, Der(L) is a subvector space of
Der(K). In case K is of finite transcendence degree n over some perfect field k,
then Der(K) is n-dimensional.

In fact, this vector space carries more structure: usually, if δ and η are deriva-
tions, then their composition δ ◦ η is no derivation, which is why one studies their
Lie bracket instead, i.e., the commutator [δ, η] = δ◦η−η◦δ, which is a derivation.
Now, over fields of positive characteristic p it turns out that the p-fold composite
δ◦...◦δ is a derivation. The reason is, that expanding this composition the binomial
coefficients occurring that usually prevent this composition from being a derivation
are all divisible by p, i.e., vanish. This p-power operation is denoted by δ 7→ δ[p].
It turns out that the K-vector space Der(L) is closed under the Lie bracket, as well
as the p-power operation.

DEFINITION 9.1. A p-Lie algebra or restricted Lie algebra is a Lie algebra
over a field of characteristic p together with a p-power map δ 7→ δ[p] satisfying the
axioms in [Jac62, Chapter V.7].

By a remarkable result of Jacobson, the p-power map already determines the
Lie bracket uniquely – albeit in a way that is not so easy to write down explicitly.
We may thus omit the Lie bracket from our considerations.

So far, we have associated to every finite and purely inseparable extension
L/K of height one a sub-p-Lie algebra of Der(K). Conversely, given such a Lie
algebra (V,−[p]), we may form the fixed set

(Kp−1
)(V,−[p]) := {x ∈ Kp−1 | δ(x) = 0 ∀δ ∈ V } ,

which is easily seen to be a field. Since elements of V areK-linear derivations this
fixed field contains K. Moreover, by construction it is contained in Kp−1

, i.e., of
height one.

THEOREM 9.2 (Jacobson). There is a bijective correspondence

{ height one extensions of K } ↔ { sub-p-Lie algebras of Der(K) } .

Let us mention one important difference to Galois theory: suppose K is of
transcendence degree n over a perfect field k, i.e., we think of K the function field
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of an n-dimensional variety over k. Then, the extensionKp−1
/K is finite of degree

pn. For n ≥ 2 there are infinitely many sub-p-Lie algebras of Der(K) and thus
infinitely many fields between K and Kp−1

.

Curves. Let C be a smooth projective curve over a perfect field k with func-
tion fieldK = k(C). Then the field extensionKp ⊂ K corresponds to the k-linear
Frobenius morphism F : C → C(p) and is an extension of degree p.

Since every purely inseparable extension L/K of degree p is of the form L =
K[ p
√
x] for some x ∈ L, such extensions are of height one, i.e., K ⊆ L ⊆ Kp−1

.
Simply for degree reasons, we see that the k-linear Frobenius morphism is the only
purely inseparable morphism of degree p between normal curves. Since every finite
purely inseparable field extension can be factored successively into extensions of
degree p, we conclude

PROPOSITION 9.3. Let C and D be normal curves over a perfect field k and
let ϕ : C → D be a purely inseparable morphism of degree pn. Then, ϕ is the
n-fold composite of the k-linear Frobenius morphism.

Foliations. From dimension two on there are many more purely inseparable
morphisms than just compositions of Frobenius. In fact, if X is an n-dimensional
variety over a perfect field with n ≥ 2, then the k-linear Frobenius morphism has
degree pn and it factors over many height one morphisms.

To classify height one morphisms ϕ : X → Y from a fixed smooth variety X
over a perfect field k, we geometrize Jacobson’s correspondence as follows:

DEFINITION 9.4. A foliation on a smooth variety X is a saturated subsheaf E
of the tangent sheaf ΘX that is closed under the p-power operation.

Then Jacobson’s correspondence translates into

THEOREM 9.5. There is a bijective correspondence{
finite morphisms ϕ : X → Y
of height one with Y normal

}
↔ { foliations in ΘX }

The saturation assumption is needed because otherwise a foliation and its satu-
ration define the same extension of function fields, and thus correspond to the same
normal variety. We refer to [Ek87] for details.

Surfaces. Thus, in order to describe finite height one morphisms ϕ : X → Y
from a smooth surface onto a normal surface we have to consider foliations inside
ΘX . The sheaf ΘX and its zero subsheaf correspond to the k-linear Frobenius
morphism and the identity, respectively. Thus, height one-morphisms of degree p
correspond to foliations of rank one inside ΘX .

To simplify our exposition, let us only consider A2
k, i.e., X = Spec R with

R = k[x, y] and assume that k is perfect. Then, ΘX corresponds to the R-module
generated by the partial derivatives ∂/∂x and ∂/∂y. Now, a finite morphism of
height one ϕ : X → Y with Y normal corresponds to a ring extension

Rp = k[xp, yp] ⊆ S ⊆ R = k[x, y] ,
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where S is normal. By Jacobson’s correspondence, giving S is equivalent to giving
a foliation inside ΘX , which will be of rank one if S 6= R,Rp. This amounts to
giving a regular vector field

δ = f(x, y)
∂

∂x
+ g(x, y)

∂

∂y

for some f, g ∈ R. Being closed under p.th powers translates into

δ[p] = h(x, y) · δ for some h(x, y) ∈ R,
i.e., δ is a p-closed vector field.

We may assume that f and g are coprime. Then the zero set of the ideal (f, g)
is of codimension two and is called the singular locus of the vector field. It is not so
difficult to see that S is smooth over k outside the singular locus of δ, cf. [R-S76].

Finally, a purely inseparable morphism ϕ : X → Y is everywhere ramified,
i.e., ΩX/Y has support on the whole of X . Nevertheless, the canonical divisor
classes ofX and Y are related by a kind of Riemann–Hurwitz formula and the role
of the ramification divisor is played by a divisor class that can be read off from the
foliation, see [R-S76].

Let us give one striking application from [R-S76]: let S be a K3 surface over
k, and suppose that we had H0(S,ΘS) 6= 0. Then there exists in fact a δ ∈
H0(S,ΘS) that is p-closed. As explained above, this δ gives rise to an inseparable
morphism S → S/δ. A careful analysis of S/δ and its geometry finally leads to a
contradiction, i.e.

THEOREM 9.6 (Rudakov-Shafarevich). A K3 surface has no global vector
fields.

In fact, a global vector field δ that is p-closed satisfies δ[p] = c · δ for some
c ∈ k. After rescaling δ, one may assume c = 1 or c = 0, which leads us to

Quotients by group schemes. Let X be a smooth but not necessarily projec-
tive variety of any dimension over a perfect field k. We have seen that a global
section

δ ∈ H0(X,ΘX)
gives rise to an inseparable morphism of degree p and height one if and only if δ is
p-closed, i.e., δ[p] = c · δ for some c ∈ H0(X,OX).

DEFINITION 9.7. A vector field δ is called multiplicative if δ[p] = δ and it is
called additive if δ[p] = 0.

Let δ be additive or multiplicative. Applying a (truncated) exponential series
to δ, one obtains on X an action of some finite and flat group scheme G, which is
infinitesimal of length p, see [Sch05, Section 1]. Then, the inseparable morphism
ϕ : X → Y corresponding to δ is in fact a quotient morphism X → X/G.
Moreover, the 1-dimensional p-Lie algebra generated by δ is the p-Lie algebra to
G, i.e., the Zariski tangent space ofGwith p.th power map coming from Frobenius.
We recall from Section 1 that the only infinitesimal group schemes of length p are
αp and µp. Finally, we obtain
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THEOREM 9.8. Additive (resp., multiplicative) vector fields correspond to in-
separable morphisms of degree p that are quotients by αp- (resp., µp-) actions.

This also explains the terminology for these vector fields, since αp (resp., µp)
is a subgroup scheme of the additive group Ga (resp., multiplicative group Gm).

Singularities. Let us now assume that X is a smooth surface and let δ be a
multiplicative vector field. By a result of [R-S76], the vector field can be written
near a singularity in local coordinates x, y as

δ = x
∂

∂x
+ a · y ∂

∂y
for some a ∈ F×p .

Let ϕ : X → Y be the inseparable morphism corresponding to δ. In [Hir99b]
it is shown that Y has toric singularities of type 1

p(1, a). Thus, quotients by µp
behave very much like cyclic quotient singularities in characteristic zero. On the
other hand, quotients by αp are much more complicated - the singularities need not
even be rational and we refer to [Li08a] for examples.

10. Witt vectors and lifting

This section deals with lifting to characteristic zero. There are various notions
of lifting, and the nicest ones are are projective lifts over the Witt ring. For exam-
ple, in the latter case Kodaira vanishing and degeneracy of the Frölicher spectral
sequence hold true. Unfortunately, although such nice lifts exist for curves, they
do not exist from dimension two on.

Witt vectors. Let k be a field of positive characteristic p. Moreover, assume
that k is perfect, e.g., algebraically closed or a finite field.

Then, one can ask whether there exist rings of characteristic zero having k
as residue field. It turns out that there exists a particularly nice ring W (k), the
so-called Witt ring, or ring of Witt vectors, which has the following properties:

(1) W (k) is a discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero,
(2) the unique maximal ideal m of W (k) is generated by p and the residue

field R/m is isomorphic to k,
(3) W (k) is complete with respect to the m-adic topology,
(4) the Frobenius map x 7→ xp on k lifts to a ring homomorphism of W (k),
(5) there exists an additive map V : W (k) → W (k), called Verschiebung

(German for ”shift”), which is zero on the residue field k and such that
multiplication by p on W (k) factors as p = F ◦ V = V ◦ F , and finally

(6) every complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field of characteristic
zero and residue field k contains W (k) as subring.

Note that the last property determines W (k) uniquely.
To obtain the Witt ring, one constructs successively rings Wn(k) starting from

W1(k) := k and then by definition W (k) is the projective limit over all these
Wn(k), cf. [Se68, Chapitre II.6]. The main example to bear in mind is the follow-
ing:
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EXAMPLE 10.1. For the finite field Fp we have Wn(Fp) ∼= Z/pnZ and thus

W (Fp) = lim←− Z/p
nZ

is isomorphic to Zp, the ring of p-adic integers. One sees directly that the maximal
ideal of W (Fp) is generated by p and that W (Fp) is complete with respect to
the p-adic topology. In this special case, F is the identity on W (Fp) and V is
multiplication by p.

We note that Witt’s construction W (R) exists for every commutative ring R.
However, alreadyW (k) for a non-perfect field k is not Noetherian, and its maximal
ideal is not generated by p. This is why we will assume k to be perfect for the rest
of the section. We refer to [Se68, Chapitre II.6] and [Ha78] for more on Witt
vectors.

Lifting over the Witt ring. Let X be a scheme of finite type over some field
k of positive characteristic p. Then there are different notions of what it means to
lift X to characteristic zero. To be precise, let R be a ring of characteristic zero
with maximal ideal m and residue field R/m ∼= k. For example, we could have
R = W (k) and m = (p).

DEFINITION 10.2. A lifting (resp. formal lifting) of X over R is a scheme
(resp. formal scheme) X of finite type and flat over Spec R (resp. Spf R) with
special fiber X .

In case R = W (k), i.e., if X admits a (formal) lifting over the Witt ring, many
“characteristic p pathologies” cannot happen. We have already encountered the
following results in Section 2:

(1) ifX is of dimension d ≤ p and lifts overW2(k) then its Frölicher spectral
sequence from Hodge to deRham-cohomology degenerates at E1 by a
result of Deligne and Illusie, see [D-I87] and [Ill02, Corollary 5.6],

(2) if X is of dimension d ≤ p and lifts over W2(k), then ample line bundles
satisfy Kodaira vanishing, see [D-I87] and [Ill02, Theorem 5.8], and

(3) if X lifts over W (k), then crystalline cohomology coincides with the
deRham-cohomology of X/W (k).

Actually, the last property was historically the starting point of crystalline coho-
mology: Grothendieck realized that if a smooth variety lifts over W (k), then the
deRham-cohomology of the lift does not depend on the chosen lift and one gets a
well-defined cohomology theory with values in W (k). The main technical point
to overcome defining crystalline cohomology for arbitrary smooth varieties is that
they usually do not lift over W (k). We refer to [B-O] for details.

EXAMPLE 10.3. Smooth curves and birationally ruled surfaces lift over the
Witt ring by Grothendieck’s existence theorem [Ill05, Theorem 5.19].

Lifting over more general rings. Let R be an integral ring with maximal
ideal m, residue field R/m ∼= k and quotient field K of characteristic zero. Let
X be a smooth projective variety over k, let X be a lifting of X over Spec R and
denote by XK → SpecK its generic fiber.
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Choosing a DVR dominating (R,m) and passing to the m-adic completion
we may always assume that (R,m) is a local and m-adically complete DVR. By
the universal property of the Witt ring, R contains W (k) and m lies above (p) ⊂
W (k). Then it makes sense to talk about the ramification index, typically denoted
by e, of R over W (k). We note that the ramification index is an absolute invariant
of R.

To give a flavor of the subtleties that occur, let us mention the following

(1) Abelian varieties admit a formal lifting over the Witt ring by an unpub-
lished result of Grothendieck [Ill05, Theorem 5.23]. However, to obtain
an algebraic lifting, one would like to have an ample line bundle on the
formal lifting in order to apply Grothendiecks’ existence theorem, see
[Ill05, Theorem 4.10]. However, even if one succeeds in doing so, this is
usually at the prize that this new formal lifting (which then is algebraic)
may exist over a ramified extension of the Witt ring only. For Abelian
varieties, this was established by Mumford [Mu69b], and Norman and
Oort [N-O80].

(2) K3 surfaces have no global vector fields by a result of Rudakov and Sha-
farevich [R-S76], which implies H2(X,ΘX) = 0 and thus, K3 surfaces
admit formal liftings over the Witt ring. Deligne [Del81] has shown that
one can lift with every K3 surface also an ample line bundle, which gives
an algebraic lifting - again at the prize that this lifting may exist over
ramified extensions of the Witt ring only.

(3) by results of Lang [La83b], Illusie [Ill79], Ekedahl and Shepherd-Barron
[E-SB], and [Li10b], Enriques surfaces - even in characteristic 2 - lift to
characteristic zero. However, the Frölicher spectral sequence of a super-
singular Enriques surface in characteristic 2 does not degenerate at E1

by [Ill79, Proposition II.7.3.8]. Thus, these latter surfaces only lift over
ramified extensions of the Witt ring, but not over the Witt ring itself.

(4) rather subtle examples of non-liftable smooth elliptic fibrations were con-
structed by Partsch [Pa10].

However, even if X lifts “only” over a ramified extension of the Witt ring this
does imply something: Flatness of X over SpecR implies that χ(O) of special and
generic fiber coincide and smoothness ofX over SpecR implies that the étale Betti
numbers of special and generic fiber coincide. For surfaces there are further results
due to Katsura and Ueno, see [K-U85, Section 9]. Since we are mainly interested
in surfaces, let us summarize them:

THEOREM 10.4. Let S be a lifting of the smooth projective surface S over
SpecR with generic fiber SK . Then,

bi(S) = bi(SK) c2(S) = c2(SK)
χ(OS) = χ(OSK ) K2

S = K2
SK

κ(S) = κ(SK)

Moreover, S is minimal if and only SK is minimal.
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If S is of general type then Pn(S) = Pn(SK) for n ≥ 3 since these num-
bers depend only on χ and K2 by Riemann–Roch and [Ek88, Theorem II.1.7].
However, in general, pg(S) may differ from pg(SK), as the examples in [Se58a]
and [Suh08] show. More precisely, Hodge invariants are semi-continuous, i.e., in
general we have

hi,j(S) ≥ hi,j(SK) for all i, j ≥ 0 .

In case of equality for all i, j the Frölicher spectral sequence of S degenerates at
E1. Theorem 10.4 implies that from dimension two on there exist smooth projec-
tive varieties that do not admit any sort of lifting, namely:

EXAMPLES 10.5. Let S be

(1) a minimal surface of general type with K2
S > 9χ(OS), i.e., violating the

Bogomolov–Miyaoka–Yau inequality, or
(2) a quasi-elliptic surface with κ(S) = 1 and χ(OS) < 0.

Then, S does not admit an algebraic lifting whatsoever, i.e., not even over a rami-
fied extension of the Witt ring.

For this and related questions, see also [Ill05, Section 5F].

11. Rational Curves on K3 Surfaces

In the final section we give an application of characteristic p-techniques to
a characteristic zero conjecture. Namely, we show how infinitely many rational
curves on complex projective K3 surfaces of odd Picard rank can be established
using reduction modulo positive characteristic, finding the desired rational curves
there, and finally lifting them to characteristic zero.

Rational curves. Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus g = g(C) over
an algebraically closed field k. Then, the Riemann–Hurwitz formula implies that if
there exists a non-constant map P1 → C then g(C) = 0, i.e., C ∼= P1. Similarly,
one can ask about non-constant maps from P1 to higher dimensional varieties, i.e.,
whether they exist and if so, how many, whether they move in families, etc. First
of all, let us introduce the following notion

DEFINITION 11.1. A rational curve on a varietyX is a reduced and irreducible
curve C ⊂ X whose normalization is isomorphic to P1.

Let us study rational curves on surfaces in detail: clearly, if S is a non-minimal
surface, then every exceptional (−1)-curve gives rise to a rational curve.

Also, surfaces with κ(S) = −∞ are birationally ruled by Theorem 3.4, and
thus contain moving families of rational curves. On the other extreme, Serge Lang
[La97] conjectured that complex surfaces of general type contain only finitely
many rational curves. However, we note that uniruled surfaces of general type
in positive characteristic (see Section 8) contain infinitely many rational curves.
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K3 surfaces. In between these extremes lie surfaces of Kodaira dimension
zero. If S is an Abelian variety, then every map P1 → S factors over the Albanese
variety of P1, which is a point. Thus, Abelian varieties contain no rational curves
at all. On the other hand, there is the well-known

CONJECTURE 11.2. A projective K3 surface contains infinitely many rational
curves.

In characteristic zero, rational curves cannot move inside their linear systems,
for otherwise the K3 surface in question would be uniruled, which is impossible.
But even in positive characteristic, where uniruled K3 surfaces do exist, K3 sur-
faces with moving rational curves are rather special, as they are supersingular (in
both senses), see Section 8. The first important step towards this conjecture is the
following: every projective K3 surface contains at least one rational curve by the
following result, which can be found in [M-M93]:

THEOREM 11.3 (Bogomolov–Mumford). Let S be a projective K3 surface
over an algebraically closed field, and let L be a non-trivial and effective invertible
sheaf. Then, there exists a divisor

∑
i niCi inside |L| where ni ≥ 1 and the Ci are

rational curves on S.

For polarized K3 surfaces (S,H), say, of degree H2 = 2d, there exists a
moduli space M2d, which is smooth and irreducible over the complex numbers,
see, for example [BHPV, Chapter VIII]. Using degenerations of K3 surfaces to
unions of rational surfaces, Chen [Ch] showed, among other things,

THEOREM 11.4 (Chen). A very general complex projective K3 surface inM2d

contains infinitely many rational curves.

Here, very general is meant in the sense that there exists a countable union of
analytic divisors insideM2d, outside of which the statement is true. Although this
result strongly supports Conjecture 11.2, it does not give even a single example of
a K3 surface containing infinitely many rational curves!

Explicit results. It is shown in [B-T00b, Section 4], or [BHT11, Example
5] that complex projective Kummer K3 surfaces contain infinitely many rational
curves. In particular, since every complex K3 surface of Picard rank ρ ≥ 19 is
rationally dominated by a Kummer surface, these surfaces contain infinitely many
rational curves.

In [B-T00a], elliptic K3 surfaces S → P1 are studied. There, the authors de-
fine a nt-multisection to be a multisection M of the fibration such that for a general
point b ∈ P1 there exist two points in the fiber pb, pb′ ∈ Sb ∩ M such that the
divisor pb − pb′ , considered as a point of the Jacobian of Sb, is non-torsion. Estab-
lishing infinitely many nt-multisections that are rational curves, we find infinitely
many rational curves on elliptic K3 surfaces of Picard rank ρ ≤ 19, see [B-T00a,
Corollary 3.28]. We note that K3 surfaces of Picard rank ρ ≥ 5 are automatically
elliptic: namely, in this case, by the theory of integral quadratic forms, there exists
an isotropic vector in Pic(S), and this gives rise to an elliptic fibration. Combining
these results, we obtain the following
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THEOREM 11.5 (Bogomolov–Tschinkel). Let S be a complex projective K3
surface that

(1) carries an elliptic fibration, or
(2) is a Kummer surface, or
(3) has Picard rank ρ ≥ 5.

Then, S contains infinitely many rational curves.

Moreover, in case the effective cone of a K3 surface is not finitely generated,
we find infinitely many rational curves using Theorem 11.3. Also, if the automor-
phism group is infinite, there are infinitely many rational curves. Combining these
observations with the previous results, one can show that there are infinitely many
rational curves for K3 surfaces of Picard rank ρ ≥ 4, possibly with the exception
of two Picard lattices of rank 4. We refer to [B-T00a, Section 4] and [BHT11,
Section 2] for details, as well as to [B-T00a, Example 4.8] for an example of a K3
surface with ρ = 4 where infinity of rational curves is not known.

On the other hand, a very general K3 surface inM2d has Picard rank ρ = 1,
does not carry an elliptic fibration, and has a finite automorphism group. Thus,
these are hard to come by, as they do not possess much geometric structure to work
with.

Reducing modulo p. In [BHT11], Bogomolov, Hassett and Tschinkel give
an approach to the case of Picard rank ρ = 1, that uses reduction modulo finite
characteristic. First, using degeneration techniques, they reduce to the number
field case

PROPOSITION 11.6 (Bogomolov–Hassett–Tschinkel). Conjecture 11.2 holds
for complex projective K3 surfaces if and only if it holds for K3 surfaces that are
defined over number fields.

Now, let S be a K3 surface over some number field K. Replacing K by a
finite extension, we may assume that Pic(S) coincides with the geometric Picard
group Pic(SC). We denote by OK the ring of integers of K. Embedding S into
some projective space PNK , and taking the closure of its image inside PNOK , we get
a model of S over OK . After localizing at a finite set of places P depending on S
and this embedding, we obtain a smooth projective model S → SpecOK,P , i.e., a
smooth projective scheme over OK,P with generic fiber SK ∼= S. In particular, for
every prime ideal p of OK,P , the reduction Sp of S modulo p is a K3 surface over
the finite field OK,P /p.

The crucial observations and strategy of [BHT11] are as follows: let (S,H)
be a polarized K3 surface over K with geometric Picard rank ρ = 1, or, more
generally, ρ odd. If Sp is not supersingular, then the Tate-conjecture holds, see
Theorem 8.14. In particular, if we denote by Sp the surface Sp ⊗ OK/p (base
change to the algebraic closure of the finite field OK/p), then the Picard rank of
Sp is even by Theorem 8.12. On the other hand, the specialization map

Pic(S) ∼= Pic(S)
spp−→ Pic(Sp)
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is injective. Since ρ is odd, there exists for every prime p, s.th. Sp is not supersin-
gular (by [B-Z09], we always find infinitely many such primes) an invertible sheaf
Lp on Sp that does not lift to S. We may assume Lp to be effective, and then, by
Theorem 11.3, we find an effective divisor in |Lp| that is a sum of rational curves.
Since Lp does not lift, there is at least one rational curve Cp in this sum that does
not lift to S either. However, if Np is a sufficiently large integer, then |NpH − Cp|
is effective, and by Theorem 11.3, there exist rational curves Ri on Sp and positive
integers ni such that

(3) Cp +
∑
i

niRi ∈ |NpH| .

This sum of rational curves can be represented by a stable map of genus zero and
so, defines a point of the moduli space of stable mapsM0(Sp, NpH).

Now, suppose (we comment on that below) that this stable map is rigid, i.e.,
the stable map allows at most infinitesimal deformations, i.e., the moduli space
is zero-dimensional at this point. We denote by k the algebraic closure of the
finite field OK/p, let W (k) be the Witt ring of k, and base-change the family
S → SpecOK,P toW (k). Then, dimension estimates of the relative formal moduli
space M0(S, NpH) → Spf W (k), imply that our stable map to Sp extends to a
stable map to the family S (here, rigidity is crucial). Thus, the stable map lifts over
a possibly ramified extension of W (k), and in particular, there exists a rational
curve on SC, whose reduction modulo p contains Cp. Thus, for infinitely many p
we get rational curves Cp and obtain the following result [BHT11]:

THEOREM 11.7 (Bogomolov–Hassett–Tschinkel). Let S be a complex projec-
tive K3 surface with Picard group Pic(S) = Z · H such that H2 = 2. Then, S
contains infinitely many rational curves.

The main issue is the representation of (3) by a rigid stable map, for otherwise
it is not clear whether one can lift this sum of rational curves to characteristic
zero. For degree 2 and rank 1, this representation is possible by exploiting the
involution on K3 surfaces of degree 2, see [BHT11]. In general, this difficulty
was overcome in [L-L10] by introducing rigidifiers, ample and irreducible rational
curves with at worst nodal singularities: namely, every sum of rational curves can
be represented by a rigid stable map after adding sufficiently rigidifiers to this
sum. Unfortunately, the surface Sp may not contain rigidifiers. However, surfaces
containing rigidifiers are dense in the moduli space of polarized K3 surfaces. Using
deformation techniques and rigidifiers, we obtained in [L-L10]

THEOREM 11.8 (Li–Liedtke). Let S be a complex projective K3 surface, whose
Picard rank is odd. Then, S contains infinitely many rational curves.

More generally, the method of proof works whenever a K3 surface S is defined
over some field K, and we can find a DVR R with quotient field K, as well as
infinitely many primes p of R such that the geometric Picard rank of the reduction
Sp is strictly larger than that of S. For example, if S is a complex projective
K3 surface that cannot be defined over a number field, then S can be realized as
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generic fiber of a non-isotrivial family S → B over some positive dimensional
base of characteristic zero. Using results on the jumping of Picard ranks of K3
surfaces in families from [BKPS98] or [Og03], we obtain

THEOREM 11.9. Let S be a complex projective K3 surface that cannot be
defined over a number field. Then, S contains infinitely many rational curves.

In view of these results and Theorem 11.5, in order to establish Conjecture 11.2
for complex projective K3 surfaces, it remains to deal with K3 surfaces of Picard
rank ρ = 2 and ρ = 4 that are defined over number fields. To apply the techniques
of [BHT11] and [L-L10], we need jumping of Picard ranks for infinitely places of
non-supersingular reduction.

We end by giving a heuristic reason why we expect also for these latter surfaces
to find infinitely many places with non-supersingular reduction and jumping Picard
rank (as in the case of odd rank), which would imply Conjecture 11.2. However,
in view of the results in [M-P09], the situation may be more subtle than expected.
In any case, here is our heuristic:

The universal polarized K3 surface has Picard rank ρ = 1. All its (non-
supersingular) specializations to surfaces over finite fields have a larger geometric
Picard rank, and the extra invertible sheaves extend (at least, formally) along divi-
sors inside the moduli space. Also, these invertible sheaves must have unbounded
intersection number with the polarization (otherwise some of them would lift to the
universal K3 surface, which was excluded). Thus, the moduli space of polarized
K3 surfaces over the integers is “flooded” by infinitely many divisors on which Pi-
card ranks jump. It is likely that given a K3 surface over a number field, infinitely
many of its non-supersingular reductions hit these divisors, establishing the desired
jumping behavior of Picard ranks.
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